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, ALL THIEVES LOOK ALIKE TO THEM,
44% COURT OF APPEALS DECIDES THAT THE
LAST LOUISVILLE ELECTION WAS VOID
•
An Exhaustive Opinion Handed Down By Judge Lassing Declares That Municipal
Election Held in Louisville Was Illegal and Because of Fraud and Force
Used By Election Officers, Policemen and Others the Officers
Elected Therein Will Be Removed From Office June 27.
Frankfort. Ky., May 22.—Following
are some of the salient features of
the decieion of the Kentucky Court of
Appeals, bolding the elehtion in Lou-
isville in 1905 nnll and void, the de-
cision being rendered by Judge Lass-
ing:
First—The terrible arraignment of a
the •Democeade, Maintain' committee a
for its part in the conspiracy to steal a
the election, which ie held to be prov-
- en. •
Seconti—nieitie dentutriation of
the Louisville Police department fm
it. dirty work in planting repeaters
and upon registration and election
days.
Third—The condemnation of some
of the beneficiaries of the steal for
taming in public office and on occas-
ions promoting some of the worst
of the thieves.
'Fourth—The sweping reversal of
nearly all the points both al to law
and to facts in the decision of Judges
Shackelford Miller and Samuel ft
Kirby. who in a lengthy opinion, rip-
held this scandalous election. To up-
hold the procedings in a certain pre-
cinct sustained by the chancellors is
called "a travesty upon justice "
Fusion Speeches Justified.
Fifth—The alleged incendiary ad-
rieese by Fusion orators age held to
have been largely justified by the
brutal outrages and crimes of regis-
tration days. .
Sixth—All the main contentions of
the Fusionists. including the planting
of repeaters and the conspiracy charge
are held to be clearly proven by the
records.
Seventh—The use of Democratic
nrimary boxes at the stolen precincts.
ignored by Judges Miller and Kirby.
in the opinion' is forcibly commented
upon together with the violation by
the Democratic campaign committee
of a solemn agreement not to distrib-
ute these boxes.
Pighth—The statement it made
that "no truly honest man will be
rietisfied with an office to which his
title is not as valid as that to his
homestead." and in this connection
qnotatinn is used. "Now does he feel
hi• title hang loose about him, like
a giant's robe Imo* a dwarfish thief."
Theesaads Disfranchised.
Ninth—The court holds that the ap-
parent Democratic majorities ssrange.
after deducting the crimina*' pre-
cincts from etki to 2.,467, while the
number of disfranchised voters, with-
out taking into consideration the re-
peaters in other precincts, is &stn.
Tenth—The court orders that the
election of mos be nullified and the
issue be submitted to the people of
T.ouisvilie at an election to Ile held
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It POSITIONS LOST. X
IS — X
I The following officers of the X
41 city of LoeievMe and Jefferson U
* county lose their positions by X
* this decision. X
It City Officers. V
* Mayor—Paul C. Barth. s:
u Treasurer—E. T. Schmitt. U
st Auditor—Lyne Herndon. Uit
cg Tax Receiver — Thomas A.St
et Shelley.
a Judge of the City Court—Left St
u vacant by the deeth of John Mc- a
U Cann. it
u 'Clerk of the City Court—Alf
u Oldham. tt
i *WM Of the City Court—Wm. 4.Bosler. aProsecuting Attorney of the Sia City- Court—Robert J. Hagan. X
X County Officers. U
a County Judge--Charles A. Wil. 0
se son. It
X County Attorney—Robert W. 
ss
n Bingham. U
U Cllunt7 SUrveyor — Robert 4
n Young. U
County Jailer—John R. Pflanz. itU
22 Assessor—J. 11. Adams. *Coroner—Hierris Kelly. X  Xierff—Henry Bell.X Sh *
County Clerk—William J. Se- u
;*
• monin.
County School Superintendent ft
—Rosa litonestreet. This office u
though contested, wss not ap- tt
pealed, and Mrs. ,61tonestreet will Itt
• probably hold on.ft
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tt FRAUD, CRIME, CONSPIRACY, AND FORCE IS PROVEN.
• FRANKFORT, KY., May 22.—Writing one of the most terrible in-
• dictments of a corrupt political machine ever scored in a judicial decia-
ion in the history of this country, the Court of Appeals of Kentucky
• today reversed at every point Judges Shackelford Miller and Samuel
B. Kirby in the Louisville contested election cases growing out of the
election of November, Igo& by virtue of which Paul C. Barth and the
other city and county officers of Louisville hold office and declared
U that election null and void because of proven FRAUD, CRIME. CON-
ft SPIRACY and FORCE in which the Democratic campaign committee
1: of Louisville, the police force, various city and county officeholders,
X hired thugs and thieves are held to have been participant*.
U To avoid chaos in Louisville following this decision ousting the
St city and county officeholders, the Court of Appeals defines the law
• ing their offices until the November election of row.
ft
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Eleventh—The court sharply com-
ments upon the current charges of
coins is
widespread fraud at the election of
tool in Louisville. This was the
election at which Judges Miller and
Kirby were declared elected
Slo Election Criminals Punished.
Twelfth—The court also comments
upon the sinister feattsre that no elec-
tion criminals have been punished in
the criminal courts in Louisville, but
that on the other hand proven thieves
have ben retained in office or appoint-
ed to office after their crimes were
known of all men.
The aldermen, councilmen, park
commissioners, board of public works,
board of public safety and the
mayor's secretary and his assistant
also lose their jobs. All appointees
and employes are subjejct to removal
tog-ether with the deputies of all the
county officers who are affected
Excerpts From Decision.
Below is furnished a few crisp ex-
cerpts from the decision given, in the
very language of the court.
"The testimony shows many out-
rages and crimes done by the police
and yet, when these men are placed
on the witness stand and interrogat-
ed as to what they know, they inva-
riably sheltered under the law forbid-
ding self-incrimination: and when
the question as to whether the wit-
ness should or not be forced to an-
swer, was certified to the chancellors,
the witnesses were always protected
by the ruling. Assuming the ruling
to be correct, the conclusion which
seems to have been drawn as to the
innocence of the officers is not justi-
fied. The principle tinder discussion
is a rule of evidence to protect the
witness from criminal prosecution or
public exposure to shame because of
his own testimony. it is a rule of ne-
cessity and shoulki not be extended
beyond that necessity.
"Its use should not he considered
as affording the witness a certificate
of good character. Here were pollee
officers being interrogated as to the
existence of crimes, they were paid to
prevent, if postnde, if not to expose
and puniah afterwards, and yet. they
one and -all refused to answer 'tinder
advice o Founsel.'
Makes Matter Plain.
"Suppose a secret murder had been
committed. and the police on that
heat when asked about it, should say.
decline to answer for fear of in-
criminating myself.' this, under tho
rule invoked, would protect the wit-
ness from answering. but how long
would it justify his retention on the
rot!. of police? What would be
thought of those who left the public
safety in his hands longer than it
would require to discharge him?
"Suppose a bank had been robbed
and the book-keeper. the teller and
the cashier when interrogated should
say, 'T decline to answer tinder advice
of counsel,' what would he thought
of a board of directors, who would af-
terwards leave the bank in the hand's
of such rneril This is precisely the
Atka/don here. geace officers, whole
duty. It vow to dVent and expoee
crime. when called upon to exposte
it. sheltered tinder the Ole against
self-incrimination, and yeT these men
still wear the official uniform. ;t(11
draw salaries from the public puree
and this is made possible only by the
consenil of those who are the appar-
ent beneficiaries of their silence
Criminals Given Preferment.
The court then says:d "The recrird
STILL ALIVE
HAS A FIGHTING CHANCE, BUT
IT IS A VERY SLIM
ONE.
Watchman Holt is Charged With
Malicious Shooting With Intent
To Kill.
'Despite the supposedly mortal na-
ture of his wound, Mr. Fred Collins
continues to live at the residence of
his parents on Langstaff avenue, in
Rowlandtown, but the chances against
his recovery are very grave and the
attending physician, Dr, Jeff Robert-
son, holds out very little hope for
him, but is closely watching the pa-
tient, doing everything within human
power to pull him through.
The bullet went through the left
breast of young Collins, instead of
the right breast, as at first reported,
but missed the heart. The young man
continues very weak from loss of
blood. combined With the great shock.
Yesterday mornbig Night Watch-
man E. F. Holt. of the Illinois Cen-
tral freight house, Sixth and Camp-
bell streets, who shot Collins, appear-
ed in police court, and Judge Cross
charged him with malicious shooting
with intent to kill. The judge then
permitted Holt to depart and resume
his duties, and also to be at the bed-
side of his sick wife, htit with iti-
structions to appear when notified
The judge filtelf Nolt's bond at
too, and will await the outcome of
Collin,' injury before calling the case
for trial.
There were. no witnesses whatever
to the shooting.
shows that none of the policemen or
others who were charged with hav-
ing. without right, beaten up Republi-
can election officers and workers,
has been punished therfor. On the
contrary 'tame of the policemen have.
(Continued on Page Fight)
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DEAL WITH THE FERGUSON GETS NOMINATION;
LIQUOR QUESTION SOUTHALL "DELIVERS GOODS"
A REMARKABLE ADDRESS BY
COL. FANNING LAST
NIGHT.
LARGE CROWD HEARD
HIM AT BAPTIST CHURCH
GLADSTONE SAID " 'TIS WORSE
THAINI FAMINE, WAR OR
PESTILENCE."
"The Business Phase of the Liquor
Question" Tonight's Theme at
Christian Church.
hf any one of Col. M. J. Fanning's
remarkably able addresses since he
cameo .Paducah can be considered
the gkeatest it certainly was his lec-
ture at the First Baptist chorch last
nigh. No possible report can do it
justice. For an hour ne held his au-
dience as if under a spell.
He began by saying the great ques-
tion at the front at this time with all
English-speaking people is, "How
shall we deal with the liquor ques-
tion?" We should first ask, "How
'can' we deal with it?" and from that
point decide how we "shall" deal with
it. •
We can answer the question in
three ways. 'Nit can allow the free
and unrestricted sale of liquor and
strive- to oppose its evil effects ,by
moral suasion. We can attempt to
control it by restrictive legislation
supplemented by moral suasion. The
third method of dealing with the
question is by prohibitory no-license
legislation properly enforced.
It would be a weste of time to con-
sider the first plan because no hon-
est, intelligent person favored this.
He was opposed to the second plan
because it has been on trial under the
government of England where laws
are better enforced than in this coun-
ty since 1/336, and yet the great Glad-
stone had said after six centuries of
restrictive legislation, "This evil is a
greater r, pirrerit than famine or pesti-
lence 
High license is offered as a remedy
but this is wrong in principle as it
discriminates between an honest poor
man and a dishonest rich man. Re-
ducing the number of saloons does
not lessen the constimption of liquor
and from statistics gathered from of-
ficial records, positively increases
drnnkenness.
The speaker's power as an imper-
sonator was finely illustrated by a
court scene which he held to prove
whether er'not prohibition had prov-
en a failure in Maine.
Ile constantly surprises one with
his array of statistics, with which he
fortifies his every statement. Indeed
he seems a whole encyclopedia at
U Under the court's decision, as #
U soon as the decree of ouster goes U
# into effect, which will not be for IS
St thirty days, Gov. Beckham will #
fl.hppoint the Mayor of Louisville, $t
St county judge, the members of the #
St board of aldermen and council, a X
11 judge of the city court, a prose- it
cuting attorney for the city court #
and three park commissioners. #
" The governor's appointee as x
• mayor will then trnmediatedy ap- *St
• point a cityaaasurer, a civaaudi-
• tor, city t eceiver andCbaliff
a of the police tourt. The foyer- a
a noes appointee as county Judge u
u will appoint a county clerk, coun-
• ty attorney, sheriff, county jailer, es
st county assessor and torcmer. ft
It The giavernorls appointiee as It
# police court judge will appoint a #
ft poke court clerk.
21 ft
it tt tt tt s: u Xl U ts
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(Continued From Page g.)
DISCONTINUE THE
USE OF DYNAMITE
FOURTH STREET HOMES HAD
WINDOW GLASSES BROK-
EN OUT.
Further Use of Explosive Will Not
Be Permitted in Tearing Down
Iron Furnace.
Chief of Police Collins yesterday
issued orders for the workmen at the
old iron furnace on Third and Nor-
ton streets to discontinue the use of
dynamite in blasting parts of the
plant in order to get the furnace
down for shipment to West Virginia.
where it will be set up again for ope-
ration. The order Of discontinuance
tame as a result of the conenseion
Caused .by the explosion , breaking
windows in homes over on Fourth
:street, eiso feet away.
Vastern people have purchased the
.aban/loned plant, which was operated
only about five months since it was
constructed here fifteen years ago.
For some weeks workmen have been
daily engaged at the work of tearing
down the furnace. Tri order to tear
away scone parts of the plant dynamite
1)114 to the used. One large charge was
touched off yesterday, breaking ,win-
dews on Fourth street. and !he chief
ordered that time of the explosive be
dieconenued.
Nineteenth Ballot Gives Ferguson, Who Made Deal
With Christian County Man, 226 Votes to Finn's
150, Gardner Getting Fulton's 8 Votes.
19TH BALLOT.
Ferguson, 226 votes.
Finn, tso votes.
Gardner, 8 votes.
Necessary to nominate, 193.
Henderson, Ky., May n.—Hon.
MicD. Ferguson, of Ballard county,
tonight received the Democratic nom-
ination for Railroad Commissioner to
succeed himself by the decisive vote
of 236 to iso for Lawrence Finn, of
Simpson county, who came into • the
convention with more votes than any
other candidate.
As was predicted yesterday in these
dispatches, the key to the situation
was held by W. Herman Southall, of
Christian county, who, with 64 votes,
could have prevented a nomination
indefinitely, he and his manager, Dr.
Milton Board, having absolutely and
publicly declared that Finn should
never receive one of their votes.
'Ferguson and Southall and their
managers held a conference late this
afternoon, at which it is understood,
the final plans for Finn's undoing
were perfected.
,It is said that Southall is to be
rate clerk, or have the naming of this
official, under the new board, in ex-
change for which he del:acted his
64 votes almost solidity to McD. Fer-
guson, bringing about a break in the
Landram and Gardner forces, thus
giving Ferguson more than enough to
nominate.
The convention was called to order
at 9:30 this morning, and the weary
roll of counties resumed, which was
continued, ballot after ballot, until
upon the 18th roll call at T T :30, ad-
journment was taken until 2 p. m.
with the vote standing just as it had
at yesterday's adjournment: Finn,
iv: Ferguson. 109; Southall, 64;
Landratn. 38; Gardner, 33
The afternoon session was pro-
dUctive of nothing. No ballot was
taken, motions for adjournment be-
ing made and voted down persistent-
ly. with speeches by various dele-
gates. After a brief session adjourn-
ment was taken until 6 o'clock, with
the hope that come solution of the
problem could be arrived at. Each
candidate seemed determined to fight
it out along the same lines.
The Finn managers, led by Henry
B. Hines and Urey Woodson, had
attempted to break into the Southall
strength, bto were met by the flat
statement from both Southall and
Doctor Board, his manager, that they
would never permit Finn's nomina-
tion. This was due largely to the
fact of the enmity between Hines and
Board, and becaose Woodson had
made a fight on Sont tall in his own
district, as against ar outside candi-
dat.eaLate in the afternooh McD. Fer-
guson made overtures to Soothe!,
and they reached an agreement
whereby SoUthall's vote should go to.
Ferguson on the next ballot.
The evening session was not called
to order until nearly 8 o'clock, though
scheduled for 6 o'clock.
It was apparent to everyone. as
Ferguson 'rattle into the convention
hall that mithall had "delivered the
isoode" as Jr Ferguson was met by
a storm of applause from Christian
county and the other Southall-delega-
tions. This w-411 the cause of a break
in the forces of Landram and Gard-
ner. and on roll call of counties Mr.
Fergnson seceived 226 votes, to ten
for Sir. Finn. Gardner received the
Ft Vote,. _of Fulton county, but his own
connty.-Tlraves. went to Ferguson.
Feegtison received all of Sonthall's
vote except 7 of .1-fenderson'e to and
2 of Webster's it these counties being
split. AP of Landram's vote went to
Fertimeon, except 8 votes in Hopkins,
a split delegation.
After the result was announced.
divrencc 'Finn. brother of Lawrence
Finn, appeared tin the stage, Ind
made a speech concluding by moving
to milks! the nomination of Ferguson
martin:nue, which was done.
The conventionadjourned, heroism.
knots. and enthusiastically, about 9:30
,,,cik
Vote by Counties.
The col' ow lug is the vote by coun-
ties. which resulted in a nomination:
(outlived oa Page Mc
STRUCK ON HEAD
BY A SCANTLINC
JAMES UNDERWOOD HAS A
NARROW ESCAPE AT THE
FURNACE.
11••••••••••••••••••••
SENSELESS BOGY LAY
30 FEET ABOVE EARTN
MRS. W$. Jt.s/INSON AND HER
DAM)HTER WENT TO
NASHVILLE.
Little Toner Child Evidenced Erup-
tion on Account of Vaccina-
tion—Other Sick.
James Underwood was knocked in
the head yesterday morning by a fall-
ing scantling at the old iron furnace,
at Third and Norton streets, the blow
rendering him unconscious. He was
standing at the time on a scaffold
thirty feet above the ground. It is
considered remarlsable that hc did
not fall from the scaffold. He was
lowered with block and tackle and
taken to his home on Finney street
in Mechanicsburg. where he is now
resting welt under the treatment of
Dr. Jeff D. Robertson.
The furnaces are being taken down
piece by piece in order to ship the
plant to Virginia where it is ro be
put up and operated. Thirty fect
above ground yesterday morning at
7 o'clock. MT. Underwood was stand-
ing on a narrow scaffold, using a
chisel and hammer- to cut out lie
bolts joining the- sections of the fur-
nace. In some manner a huge scant-
ling at the top of the furnace, many
feet above him. jolted loose ant
struck him a glancing blow in the
left temple.
Underwood sank tothe scaffold un-
conscious, but did not fall to the
ground below, or he would have been
killed 
workmen clambered tip to
the scaffold, tied a rope around *la
body, lowered him to the ground, and
he was then sent home. He weighs
Otr 
probably
about 200 pounds.
Mira William Johnson. wife of the
well known patrolman. ye9grday
went to Nashville, accompanied by
her daughter, Miss Edna Johnson,
both to enter the Nashville sanitar-
ium, Mrs Johnson for nervous pros-
tration and the daughter for stomach
trouble. They will be absent several
weeks.
um••••••••••
Deputy Sheriff Clark Fortson IS
confined at his home in the county
with an attads of illness
The little son of Mr and Mrs,
Louis P Head, of coo Broadway,
who has been quite ill, is improving.
Richard, the son of Mr. Win.
Byrd of Fifth and Husbands streets,
is rapidly recovering from a serioule
attack of mead.
The little girl of Mr. Jap Toner is
getting better, at the home of lice
parents on Jackaon near Fourtif
street. It was ihlAight, the child haul
smallpox. hut the doctor is now con-
vinced that the eruption Was caused
by the vaccination, which "took" to'.,
nsuallt well. The quarantine on the
hottselwas raised yesterday.
Fireman Len Cothran contintiee
hanging tenaciously to life at River'.'
side hospital. where he wee placed
tinder the surgeon's knife last weeld
for appendicitis The docOre did
not think he had one chance in a
thousand to recover, but he holds ow
so they would not be surprised if his
stutdy constitution pulled him thrcmght
safely.
GRIM BUGS IN ILLINOIS.
Levrieton, Ill.. Ma911241.- The farm
ers of Fulton county report that the
geeeti bug has appeared in great
nqmbers and is doing great damage
to the:wheat an oats crofor. Already
many fields of winter wheat are trim.
inss yellow in patches and it is feareci
great clarnapt will result.
•
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CLAIM
JUDGE EVANS UPHOLDS DECISION OF REFEREE BAGBY IN
CASE WHERE CAPT. WILLIAM KRAUS WANTED $g33 THAT
HE WOULD HAVE GOTTEN IN WAGES IF THE REHKOPF
FACTORY HAD NOT CLOSED DOWN—POINTED DECISION
IN ARENZ CASE.
Referee Bagby of the bankruptcy
court, yesterday received an order
from Judge Walter Evans, of the
federal court at Louisville, showing
that the latter had sustained the de-
cision rendered by the referee regard-
ing the $goo claim of W. F. Kraus in
the Rehkopf bankruptcy proceeding.
The decision refuses to allow the
Captain Kraus had a contract with
the Rehkopf collar factory to work
for a certain number of years at $25
per week. 'When Mr. Rehkopf was
forced into bankruptcy the captain's
contract had sufficient time to run to
have netted him $goo if the factory
had continued operating under his
superintendency. Mr. Kraus put in
a claim against the Rehkopf bank-
it-opt estate for the full sum due hint
if he had contletted working. for the
contracted time.• • Referee Bag-by
declined to allow the claim, and Mr.
Kraus took it up to Judge Evans,
who sustained Mr. Bagby.
County Clerk's Office.
E. C. and Maude Terrell ,have sold
to Fannie M. Terrell for $85o prop-
erty in Terrell's subdivision of Foun-
tain Park addition. The deed was ,
lodged yesterday for record.
J. W Engiert bought from M. J.
Lang for $5,o property on the
south side of Clay between Tenth
and Eleventh streets.
Fleta. Grace, Glenn and Earl
Price, minors, had Public Adminis-
trator Felix Rudolph made their le-
gal guardian.
The Globe Bank & Trust company
qualified as administrator of the es-
tate of Jeremiah Catlaghan.
John Kuplce sold to James Knight
for $55, iand in the county.
The Arena Case.
The Frankfort dispatches state the
following regarding the dec-ision of
that tribunal confirming the $750 im-
posed on Henry Arenz for operating
a bucket shop in this city:
"The court affirmed McCracken
circuit court in the case of Arenz vs.
Commonwealth. Arenz was indicted
arid fined fog running a "bucket shop."
This fine was upheld also on ground
of a nuisance, teh same law applying
both in the pool-room and 'bucket
shop cases. The decision upholds the
law imposing fines for operating,
bucket shops and pool rooms. The
court says:
"'All who set up, operate or pro-
mote a common gaming house, in-
cluding its employes, are guilty of
maintaining a nuisance. A common
nuisance can be abated only at the
suit of the commonwealth, unless
some member of the community suf-
fers exceptional and peculiar damages
from it.
"'A way open to the common-
wealth is by indictment, where, upon
a verdict of guilty, the common-
wealth is entitled to have the nuis-
ance thereafter abated.'
"In the McCracken county case,
the court says: 'It is a disorderly
house within the meaning of the law
if persons are permitted to gather
here and gamble in violation of the
law, however quietly it may be done.''
Jackson Wins Suit.
In the appellate court yesterday at
Frankfort the judges, affirmed the de-
cision of the Paducah circuit court,
wherein J. S. Jackson had been given
Judgment against Tobias Stegar for
$t000. claimed due on a note Stegar
gave Jackson, and which has never
been pad. Stegar lost here, and then
took the litigation to the appellate
bench, where he wins again.
• LEXINGTON OFFICIALS SUED
Lexington, Ky., May 22.—Mayor
Thomas A. Combs, City Auditor
Noses Kaufman and his surety, the
Fidelity and Deposit company, of
Baltimore; City Treasurer P. J. Gar-
land and his surety, the United
States Fidelity and Guaranty com-
pany, of Baltimore; the board of ed-
ucation and the city of Lexington
are made defendants in a suit tiled
in the circuit court here this after-
non for the recovery of Ftlals aggre-
gaTing $32,906, claimed to be due this
public school fund of the city, and
alleged to .have been collected and
BROADCLOTa COAT
. WITH A HISTORY.
A broadcloth cutaway coat, worn
by Godhart Smack, a captain in the
Revolutionary. War, nd which is now
in the possession of his grandson,
George Besswick. who lives in the
western part of Mercer county, would
furnish excellent material for a writer
of romance on which to base an in-
teresting story, says the Lexington
Gazette. When a young boy Godhart
lived on a farm with his parents near
lial-rodsburg, and in the same vicinity
there resided a girl of about the same
age. The two 0mnd/id school to-
gether in a little log schoolhouse,
near what is known as Salt river
-church. They were then sweethearts,
and as the years passed by their de-
votion for each other grew stronger.
. When the Revolutionary War came
's,,, cob Godhart, a hand mite, robust
''aiiiiii• Coerman, -enlisted and wasc
m "tle calhaili. He remained in the
service .throsixbout the struggle, re-
turning at the 'close of hostilities to
his old home near Salt kiver church.
Dating all the lime Godllart was
away in the war, the sweetheart of
his school days remained at home,
anxiously awaiting the return of her
lover. With her own deft hands she
made a handsome cutaway broadcloth
coat., which , she preseuted to him,
and which he wore throughout the
war, at the close of whidi he return-
ed safely to his family limit fair young
sweetheart.
When Godhart left for the field of
tattle he impressed a parting kiss on
the rosy lips of his sweetheart and
received from her a solemn vow that
stili, would never marry rintil he
ohnithiletol her to the altar. Accord-
ingly, 
 ,
a snort tims -after he cattle
.4Xlitie the love. which each had cher-
a$1-.. fo rthe other in all the time
they had been separated enlinfnatd in
thir being joined together. Godloart
. died at the age of tot years, and tlie
coat which served as a constant re-
minder of the love of the maker for
the one who wore it, was passed
fro mgeneration to generation until
it came into possession of Besswiek.
It is remarkably well preserved. Mr.
/esswick also has the sword Worn
y his grandfather. He is very
proud of the relics, and says that no
amonnt of. money could induct, him
to part with them. He himself serv-
ed through the civil war as a Con-
wrongfully diverted into other chan-
nels of the city government by the
manipulation of the officials
The snit is brought by W. E. Bar-
ron, L. D. Harney, W. E. Searcy.
and J. T. Jones, members of the
Citizens' League, suing for them-
selves and on behalf of other citizens
and taxpayer.
The petition which is quite a
lengthy one makes charges against
Mayor Thomas A. Combs and other
officials of the prevent city adminis-
tration. Attorney R. S. Crawford is
the attorney for the plaintiffs. The
suit has created a sensation.
federate soldier. The old coat was
on exhibition at the meeting of the
Confederate Veterans' reunion held in
Louisville a few years ago and at-
tracted much attention.
Rigid Morality in the South.
(Washington Post.)
For rigid political morality suggest-
ive of old-time New England one
must go South. New England states
have tried prohibition in the shape of
state-wide laws, and, finding the ex-
periment a failure, all have given it
up save Maine where it still stand",
but with great and growing disfavor.
Meanwhile prohibition in the shape
of local option is rapidly covering the
South. There is a more general prev-
alence of extreme temperance senti-
ment of total abstinence sentiment in
the South 'than anywhere else in the
country. In the East, North arid
West, as in the South there is much
less of drunkenness than there was a
few years ago, but outside of the
South there has been a great decrease
of opposition to well-regulated drink-
ing saloons. One must go south, too,
to find the intensest feeling against
ga mblin g.
DRAMATIC RECITAL OF
SHOOTING UP
OF B'ROWINSVILLE.
Washington. may 22 —Paulin° S.
Preciado. editor of a Mexican news-
paper in Brownsvi/le, Tex., and an eye
witness to the shooting of Frank Na-
toli', the only man killed in the af-
fray there, was on the stand today
before the senate committee on mil-
itary affairs. ,
Dramatically telling his story in
Spanish and having it interpreted for
the committee, the testimony easily
proved to be the most important
heard during, he present hearing.
When the shooting began Preciado
waT sitting its the collet in the rear
of Tillman's saloon. With him were
two -companions. According to his
story today. Mor. Crixell. who con-
ducts a saloon across the 'street from
Tillman's place, rushed in excitedly
And reported that "the negroe, were
out."
The doors to Tillman's saloon were
immediately closed and barred. and
Natotta. the,, bartender. started across
the court to bar the gate which con-
nected the'court with he alley. Pre-
ciado followed.. ho before he hart
emerged from the saloon into the
court he saw five or six negro sol-
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diers enter the gate. They fired sev- woRTH $50 To
o oral shots, and Natous threw up his
!arms and exclaimed in Spanish, "Oh,
TIME IS DISALLOWED killed instantly.
God!" and fell on his back He was
Another bullet grazed Preciado 's
hand and it bled profusely. Still an-
other bullet passed through Precia-
do's coat and vest near the left
breast and pocket and broke_ his
glasses, which were in a case in the
pocket.
The men immediately proceeded
down the alley, shooting as they
went. Preciado said they were with-
in three yards of the light at the gate,
and that the courtyard also was light-
ed with several lamps. He swore
positively that the men were negro
soldiers. Continuing his story, he
corroborated testimony given by
otheir witnesses who were at the sa-
loon.
SAYS WOMAN'S BONDAGE
LIES IN HER CLOTHES.
Cleveland, 0., May 22.—Members
of the Cleveland branch of the Na-
tional Woman's Suffrage association
today declared woman's bondage was
due to fine clothes. Mrs. W. G.
Rose. widow of former Mayor Rose,
voiced the sentiments of the other
members when she said:
"We condemn the conventionalism
of American women.
"Clothes are woman's bondage.
They have made her conventional
front the beginning. As a girl I
couldn't drive a wagon, climb trees
and do things my brothers did be-
cause I would tear my clothes. A
woman spends so much time and en-
ergy in dressing that she does not
have either for anything else. Neith-
er would a man if he had to fix up
as we do. Why, the only reason a
man buys fine clothes for women is
because he knows they will 'keep her
down."
TWO LYNCHINGS AND FOUR
MURDERS FOLLOW ASSAULT
Negro Attacks White Woman in
Georgia and Terrible Tragedy
Results.
Reidsville, Ga., May 22.—Two ne-
groes lynched and four other persons
dead and six others injured is the net
result of an attempted criminal as-
sault made last night on Mrs. Lona
Moorewhite, a widow, about six miles
from here. by Flem Padgett. a negro
Padgett and a negro woman are the
ones lynched, and the death or in-
jury of the others followed the ef-
forts of a posse to capture Padgett
BAPTISTS AT JAMESTOWN.
Norfolk, Va., May 22.—The general
convention of the Baptists of North
America, including the denomination
in the United States, Canada, Mexico,
Cuba and Porto Rico, met today in
Convention hall at the Jamestown
Exposintion. As the convention rep-
resents, in a way, the coming to-
gether again of Northern and South-
ern Baptists, which have been work-
ing independently for about fifty
years, more than ordinary signifi-
cance is attached to the proceedings
At the opening session this afternoon
eight officials of missionary organiza-
tions spoke on the noteworthy event
of mission work during the past two
years. During the convention, which
is to continue over tomorrow, there
will be an open parliament for the
discussion of such questions as may
be recommended by he various com-
mittees in charge. Among such mat-
ters it is expected that there will
be considered an invitation to the
World Baptist Alliance to hold its
meeting in the United (States in Kilo,
and the convention is also expected
to consider the Baptist brotherhood.
child labor, uniform divorce laws, acid
possibly international arbitration.
INDIANA EAGLES
IN SESSION.
South Bend Ind., May 22.—The
rapid growth of the Fraternal Order
of Eagles in Indiana was evidenced
by the large attendance at the open-
ing here today of the annual conven-
tion of the state organization. Presi-
dent Carl E. Wood of Seymonrecalled
the gathering to order this afternoon.
Business of a routine character occu-
pied the afternoon and tonight the
delegates will banquet at the Oliver
house. The convention will continue
over tomorrow. The reports of State
Secretary Charles A. Rigdon of War-
saw and of the other officers are of
the most satisfactory character.
Ef0 w• WORIWP
RO Estate Agency._
Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Parma., Easy Mottebly P*.
sent Lots for Investment. 1Nestetn
Kentucky Real Estate Journie and
Pried List Free to Everybody. Sehd
for it, Office Fraternity Sandhi,.
WOG 'V W. WHITTEMORS, Pads
leak. Ky.
WHIP WOMAN
BEN SUMLER, COLORED, FIN-
ER HEAVILY IN THE
• POLICE COURT.
Willie Johnson Was Turned Over to
Juvenile Court for Trial— Po-
lice Court Notes.
Ben Sunder, coolred, was fined $so
and costs yesterday morning in the
police court by Judge Dave Cross on
the charge of whipping his woman,
Miartha Reid, colored, at their home
on "Red Rnw," in Worten's addition.
Until Saturday was continued the
warrant charging John James with a
breach of ordinance, that of keeping
his premises in an unclean condition.
Willie Johnson. charged with a
breach of the peace, was turned over
to the juvenile court on account of
his tender age.
Howard Johnson was given a con-
tinuance until today of the breach of
the peace charge against him.
F. M. Acree was given a continu-
ance until Saturday of the breach of
the peace charge against him. He
was accused of striking Johnnie
Rose.
The court dismissed the breach of
the peace warrant against Jessie
Benson. He was charged with haw-
ing trouble with a woman.
E. C. Brookshire was fined $25.
and J. W. Dunaway dismissed of the
charge of fighting each other.
Sam Leibel Was- given a postpone-
ment until Saturday of both the war-
rants against him, one accusing him
of using insulting language, and the
other with renting 3 house of his
for immoral purposes.
Noah Stewart was fined Sto arid
costs for striking Fred Lendler with
a chair, while the malicious cutting
charge against Lendler was dismis,ed
UNITED PRESBYTERIAN
ASSEMBLY.
Denver, Colo., May 22—The an-
nual Session of the general assembly
of the United States Presbyterian
church met in Denver today and was
opened with a sermon by the retiring
moderator, the Rev. Dr. J. K. Me-
Clerkin of Pittsburg. The assembly
this year promises to be of more than
ordinary interest as much important
work is to be transacted. A spirited
though good natured contest is on
for the secretaryship of the board
ef home misaions, made vacant by
the death of Dr. Alexander Gilchrist.
Those whose names are most promi-
nently mentioned in connection with
the place are the Rev. R. A. Hutchi-
son of Altoona, Pa.. the Rev. G. E.
Haws. of Paddock, Pa , and the Rev.
A. F. Kirkpatrick, of Tacoma.
Reunion of Indiana Veterans,
Fort Wayne. Ind., May .22.—Regu-
lar and special trains brought hun-
dreds of visitors into thie city this
morning for the allth annual en-
campment of the Indiana. G. A. R.
and the annual meetings of the aux-
iliary organizations. Today was
given over to the reception of the
visitors and to meetings of the coun-
cil of administration to wind up the
business of the year and to arrange
the details of the encampment pro-
granwne. Fifty thousand visitors are
expected tomorrow, which wifl be the
big day of the encampment. The
business sessions will be held in the
morning and the big parade will
take place IR the afternoon and will
be reviewed by Commander-it -Chief
. Brown and staff. Interesting
contests are on for the various of-
ficera_ot tiheveral organizations
and for- the Thwior of entertaining
the reunion next year.
FOR INTERNATIONAL
ARBITRATION.
Lake Mohonk, N. Y., May 22.—
Several hundred men of national or
international reputation as jurists,
writers, diplomatists and educators
asembled here today to take part in
the tbirteenth anneal meeting of the
Lake Mohonk conference on inter-
national arbitration. The conference
this year, coming as it does on the
eve of the international peace con-
ference to be held at The Hague next
month, promises to be of snore than
ordinary interest.
Following the precedent establish-
ed by its former sessions the confer-
ence will discuss neither peace nor
war, hot will confine itself to the
general subjects of arbitration treat-
ies, an international court of arbitra-
tion, and the proposed establishment
of un international congress with ad-
viaory powers. The prOgramme gives
Prominence to discussion of the com-
ing Hague conference and to con-
sideration of Aineriee's interest in in-
ternational arbitration. The relation
of colleges and nnintrsities to the ar-
bitration movement will be discusied,
tind one session will be given to dele-
gates from chambers of commerce
and boardI of trade reprnsenting all
parts of the United States.
The cession was opened this morn-
ing with an address L by Albert K.
Siniley, -the frmnder atrd host of the
conference. President Nicholas Mur-
ray Butler of „Columbia University
presided and other speakers heard
were Benjamine F. Trueblood, secre-
tary of the American peace society,
and Congressman Richard 13artholdt
of Missouri, president of the Amen-
,•can group of the Interparliamentary
union.
The coming Hague conference is to
be disoussed tonight, with Andrew
D. White, former ambassador to Ger-
many and to Russia, Chief Justice
Simeon E. Baldwin of the Connecti-
cut supteme court, Bartlett Tripp,
former ambassador to Austria, and
Gen. Stewart L. Woodford former
minister to 'Spain, as the chief speak-
ers.
Prominent among those scheduled
to speak at the sessions tomorrow
and Friday are Elmer E. Brown,
United States commisioner of educa-
tion; Andrew S. Draper, New York
state commissioner of education,
I:resident Charles F. Thwing of
Westeru Reserve University; Presi-
dent E. D. Warfield of Lafayette
college, Prof. NB Stalker of the Uni-
versity of Lowa, Prof. Elbert Russell
of Earlham college, Senor Enrique C.
Creal, Mexican ambassador to the
United States; Senor Don Ignacio
Calderon, Bolivian minister to the
United States; John Barrett, director
of the interantional bureau of Ameri-
can republics; Francis B. Loomis,
former minister of Venezuela, and
president Eliot of Harvard Univer-
sity.
RiLF 0 RII ED PRESBYTERIANS.
Cedarville, 0., May 22.—Delegates
are here from Vermont to California
for the annual session of the general
synod of the Reformed Presbyterian
church in North America, which will
be opened this evening with a sermon
by the moderator, Prof. James Y.
Buice, D. D. of Philadelphia. The
session of the general synod will
continue about a week, with meetings
also of the Woman's Missionary soci-
ety and the Young People's union.
A professor to fill the vacancy in
the theological seminary will likely
be elected and other matters of vital
interest to the church will be con-
sidered.
WOMEN LAWMAKERS
IN FINLAND.
Ilelstngforea, May 22.—The assem-
bling and organization of the new
Finnish legislature here today marks
perhaps the most .advanced step yet
recorded in the movement for the
political emancipation of women.
The legislature is the first national
body of lawmakers containing wo-
men as representatives and on an
absolute and perfect suality with men.
Of the log members to are women
Foremost among the women mem-
bers is the Baroness Alexandra Grip-
penberg. who is well known in Eng-
land. America and elsewhere for her
activity in behalf of women suffrage.
At the opening of the legislature tp-
day the Baroness received and aejd
messages of congratulation from
equal rights leaders throughout the
world..
THE NORTH CAROLINA
TRAP SHOOT.
REUNION ROUTE
TO RICHMOND
It. H. FOWLER OF ILLI-
NOIS CENTRAL, MEETS
WITH VETERANS.
Paducahans Will Leave on Special
Train Leaving Fulton Next
Tuesday Morning.
The Confederate veterans compos-
ing the James T. Walbert camp of
this city, Monday night during their
session at the city hall, selected the
route from this city to the reuniont
to be hetd at 'Richmond, Va., next
week, by the veterans and their
friends from all over- the United
States
Mr. R. H. Fowler, traveling pas- 4111
senger agent for the Illinois Central
railroad, met with the veterans and'
explained to them that his road
would have a special train to leave-
Fulton the morning of next Tues-
day, May 28, and proceed through this
city to Louisville, carrying the Ful-
ton, Mayfield, Clinton and other
Western Kentucky veterans. At
Louisville the party will be trans-
ferred to the Chesapeake & Ohio road
which will carry them on to Rich-
mond. The entire Kentucky corps
will gather at Louisville from differ-
ent parts of the state and proceed
in one body from there
After Mr. Fowler showed to the
Paducah veterans the many, advan-
tages of this itinerary the local camp
adopted it as the official route, and
will join the special train on its ar-
rival here from Fulton.
Quite A crowd will go tr oni here
to the Richplond reunion
TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC
Three Years for One Dollar.
The Twice-A-Week REPUBLIC.
of Sr. Louis, Mo., the oldest and best
known semi-weekly newspaper in the
llinited States, is making the remark-
able subscription offe• cf three full
years for $1-312 eight-page papers.
The Offer Is good until Mae 35, Kea,
only. Tell your frien-Os of this 9p-
portunity to get a scot-weekly three
whole years for V. If you are al-
ready a subscriber, yoi- order suihl
be ac._:essted non for a reneiaal ta be-
gin when your present s.1,seription
expires. Remember, a dal* le before
June t pays mr three year,
Seld all colera ta The RearliPc,
St. Lows Ido
CONVENTION OF MOLDERS.
Philadelphia. l'a., May 22 —Thc an-
nual converturn -of the International
union of Iron Molders and Core-
makers opened in this city today,
with headquarters at the Continental
Hotel. The principal business before
the convention is the question of an
Charlotte, N. C. May LI --The
state championship tournament of the
Nurth Carolina Trap Shooters* asso-
ciation opened here auspiciously to-
day and will continue over tomorrow.!
Simultaneously the North Carolina-
Virginia team championship, consist-
ing of ten men from each state, will
be contested. It will be the fourth
contest of the kind between the crack
shots of the ten states and much in-
terest is manifested in the result.
MISSOURI G. A. R.
Moberly. Mo May 22.---The
twenty-sixtxh annual encampment of
;he G. A. R. department of Missouri
met here today and was called to
order in Halloran', theatre at to
o'clock this morning. Veterans from
all. over 'the state are in attendance
together with many members of the
mmlm••••••
increase in the dues of the organiza-
tion. Last year on account of the
many strikes in which the union was
engaged it was found neceaary to
levy a number of extra assessments.
If the dues are increased, as seems
probable, a sinking -fund will be es-
tablished bislit aba,n4iAeda d the extra assessments
NORTHWEST GOLF
CHAMPIONSHIP.
-- -
Spokane, Wash., May 22.—The
magnificent links of the Spokane
Country club swarmed with golf en-
thusiasts today at the opening of
the championship tournament of the
Pacific Northwest Golf association.
Seattle, Victoria. Tacoma, Vancouver,
Victoria Portland, San Francisco and
other citfes have sent the't best play-
ers to compete in the event, which is
the eighth annual championship of
the association The tournament will
continue through the remainder of
the week and to jjudge from the au-
spicious opening it will go on record
W. R. C., the ladies of the G. A. R. as the most successsfl event ever
and other auxiliary, bodies. The en-; pulled off by thc association.
campment will continue over tomor-
row. Major Thomas D. Kimball of ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
St. Louis is being boomed for the AND GET QUICK RESULTS
office of department commatler.
MINNESOTA TO DEDICATE
St. Pant Minn . May 22.—Govern-
or Johnson and s staff started to-
day for Vicksburg, Miss, to take
part in the dedication of the Min-
nesota monuments and markers erect-
ed in the Vicksburg national park
The dedication is to take place next
Veiday and will be attended by a
large number of Minnesota veterans
To Honor Secretary Cortelyou.
New York, May 22 —Secretary of
the Treasury George B. Cortelyou is
coming front Wavhington this even-
lug to attend a dinner to be given
at the Hotel Astor in his honor by
the postrtrastera and postal officials
of New York State.- The affair was
arranged as a tatimoniat to Mr. Cor-
telyou's work as postmaster general.
Life isn't all beer and „skittles:
whereat a great many people re-
joice. They prefer champagne and
golf.
The hot headed man is apt to bate
the fellow who gets cold feet.
pr,
The "Tribune" "Rambler" "Monarch"
It
and "Imperial."
THE LEADING WHEELS. 1,
EASY TERMS:
Old Wheels teen in exchange. Bead
us your repai. work.
BICYCLE C .
126-128 North Fifth Street.
Next to Kentucky Theatre.
I. y
1.
10
ape'
RAILROADS WILL GIVE
---SrEtIACCHAUTAUQUA RATES
RATE INTO THIS CITY FR
OM POINTS WITHIN zoo MILE
S
WILL BE GIVEN BY BOTH RAI
LROADS, OF ONE FARE PLUS
as CENTS FOR ROUND TRIP—
CANNOT HAVE BIG GUNS ON
OPENING DAY, AS DESIRED—AF
FAIR THIS YEAR WILL
ECLIPSE ANY PREVIOUS AFFA
IR OF KIND.
41•••=••••••••=101•••
The railroad committee for the Pa-
ducah Chautauqua yesterday mad
e ar-
rangements with the railroads enter-
ing this city whereby the roads 
will
grant a special rate of one face 
phis-4-
as cents for thl round trip into 
this
city from any point within one 
hun-
dred miles, so the people can come
 to
attend the chautauqua.
The roads inaugurate the low 
rate
on June 11, two days before 
the
schatgauqua opens, and contin
ues it
in force until June 5, which is one
 day
after the chautauqua closes. 
This
will make it very nominal as 
regards
fare, for the outsider to come 
here
-and participate in the c
hautauqua.
The rate includes every point 
on all
'divisions of the Illinois Cetral 
within
the radius mentioned, and also f
or the
same distances down the N., C. & 
St.
L. road.
The railroad committee will get low
rates from the steamboat lines, c
om-
ing into this eity.
It is only three weeks until
 the
chautauqua opens. and Mr. Jame
s H.
Shaw, the prombter, will return 
here
-next week, to remain some d
ays put-!
t•ng the finishing touches upon t
he ar-
rangements incident to the 
opening.,
'Chairman Charles Thompson 
of the
advertising committee, wrote him
 on
yesterday that things were getting 
in
good condition, and he can now co
me
to stay on the ground for some 
days.
It was the desire of the promote
rs
to have former Vice President A
dlai
E. Stevenson, Senator Carmack 
and
Gov. Beckham here on the op
ening
day, but Mr. Carmack says he ca
nnot
come before the day, he originally
 set
to appear, June at, hence the n
oted
trio will not appear together.
The carpenters are working dai
ly
upon the large auditorium in 
the
park grounds and will have it C
om-
pleted by the last of the first week i
n
June. It will be one of the m
ost
commodious and conveniently( ar-
ranged structures ever erected 
for
the purpose, having a seating cap
aci-
ty of about 2,500, the seats to b
e ar-
ranged in circus form, in a circle, ar
-
ranged in tiers at the edge of th
e
building, with level ground in the cen-
ter.
The arrangements could not be in
more encouraging condition than at
present and expectations are this
year's affair will completely eclip
se
anything of the kind ever undertaken
in this part of the state,. as last year
showed what could be done, and th
e
second chautauqua is upon a firm
foundation.
lESIONATION
IS CONFIRMED
ICAPTAIN JACK FLYNN 
WILL
00 WITH TRINITY & BRA.
ZOS VALLEY.
One of the Most Prominent Young
Railroad Men of the Country.
Good Promotion.
John J. Flynn, division superintend-
ent of the Varna & Mississ
ippi Val-
ley railroads, says yesterday 4 Mem
-
phis Commercial Appeal, has sen
t in
his resignation to become effective on
June t.
Mr Flynn resign' to accept t
he
position of general superintendent o
f
the Trinity & Brazos Valley railway
,
in Texas, one of the many lines co
n-
trolled by the Colorado S
onthern
and the Yoakum interests. He ha>
had the office under consideration
 for
some time. hut emly recently de
cided
to accept the place offered h
im. Ile
will succeed J. M. Lee, the pre
sent
supreintendent of the.T. & B. V.. and
will have his headquarters in Fort
Vs'inrth, Texas.
Mr Flynn has been in the railro
ad
service with road.' in this territ
ory
for the past twenty-three years
. and
is one of the most highly esteem
ed
officials of the Minnie Central 'v
i-
ten', as well as being re most popular
gentleman. not only in Memphis. but
throughout this territory He beg
an
his railroad career in a subordi
nate
position over twenty years ago on
the old Chesapeake Ar Ohio. and was
later with other roads, and ha' be
en
with the Y & M. V. for a number of
years. advancing steadily to his pres
-
ent position of division superintend
-
ent. Tn hie new position he will have
jurisdiction in the operating depart-
ment over the entire T. & IV V. road
and branches.
The name of Mr. Flynn" ene
cese-
or as superintendent of the Memphis
division of the Y. & M. V. has not
yet been announneed.
DENTAL ASSOCIATION.
Kentucky Teeth Pullers Close Ses-
sion at Louisville.
Drs. Frank Duley and Victor Voris
will return today from Louisville
where they have been attending th
e
annual gathering of the Kentucky
Dental association that has been in
session there for three days.
The officers elected to serve for
the coming twelve months were:
President, Dr. McFerran Crow. of
Versailles; vice .president, Dr. I. H.
Ifirringtain, nf Lonisiille; secretary,
Dr. W. M. Randall of Louisville
;
treasurer, Dr. If. K Kellogg, of Lou-
isville. • Dra Randall. and Kkiloag
were re-elected to their respective of-
fices.
Dr. J. Richard Wallace, of Louis-
ville, was re-elected president of th
e
state hoard of dental examiners, and
Dr. J. R. Wilder, of Louisville, was
eleeted a new member of that body.
..Dr. Robert J. Canine of Louisville,
*as elected a member of the board
of censors to succeed E. Grant.
The picture of many a thirty-cent
-man reposes. in a thirty-dollar, gilt
11!frame.
A doting-. mother may claim that
At-t'eltfiffrtrn rife Friod'as pie, but tote
of people don't like pie.
WEST KENTUCKY
WOMAN SUES
MRS. RALPH ORTHWEIN IN-
STITUTED PROCEEDINGS
FOR DIVORCE.
Formerly Resided at Mayfield and is
Well Known in the City .
of Paducah.
Mrs. 'Ralph Orthwein, of St. Louis,
hut formerly of Mayfield, Ky., has
filed a suit for divorce from her hus-
band. She is well known in Paducah
where she has many riends. Dis-
patches from St. Louis state as fol-
lows regarding the action for divorce:
"Mrs. Ralph Orthwein formerly
Miss Neva Landrum, of Kentucky,
has sued for divorce. The peotion
was filed at Mount Vernon, Mo., by
Attorney R. H. Landrum, a second
cousin of Mrs. Orthwein. Desertion
is the only allegation in the petition,
which consists of only five typewrit-
ten lines. It merely recites that Orth-
wein left his wife about fifteen
months ago and that since then be
has not lived with her or contributed
to her support.
"Mrs Orthwein is at the home of
an aunt at Bushnell, III., and her hus-
band is at French Lick Springs, Ind,
After inheriting a big fortune from
his father Ralph Orthwein became
known as the best spender in St.
Louis. He kept his money in circu-
lation and hundreds of his friends
profited . by his generosity. There
was an estrangement when Jack
O'Conner catcher for the St. Louis
baseball club filed suit for divorce
naming Orthwen as co-respondent.
The decree was granted. The Orth-
weins scperated."
Temperance Lesson From Japan.
(Albany, N. Y., Argus )
There is more sound temperance
argument in the result of the drastic
measures against alcoholic beverages
in the Japanese army, during the war,
by which its percentage of deaths w
as
cut down to 1 per cent and. the h
ealth
record of the army unsterpassed t
han
in all the temperance literanre of the
western world. General Kuroki, who
is now visiting in America. sen
t out
the order that any man found drunk
white on duty would be shot 
to
death, and it is needles to say th
at
there was no drunkenness in his di-
vision. There is a Spartan sim
plicity
about the Japanese method of mak-
ing good soldiers that is wholly effect
-
ive.
OKLAHAMA G. A. R.
Enid. Okla.. May 22.—Enid is
garbed in the nat'onal colors in ho
n-
or of the Grand Army Veteran
s,
whose !seventeenth atihual encamp-
ment. Department of Oklahoma.
opened here today. The attendance
is increased by the presence of many
members of the Wrimanit' Relief
Corps and other affiliated bodies
holding the'r annual metings in con-
junction with that of the veterans.
A three days' programme with t
he
usual parade, bus;ness sessions and
camp fiere has been aranged for the
encampment.
A sitecesfill trip on the sea of Mat-
rimony depends largely ution the hal-
laet.
It'e all right to toe the mark, tin-
leg, we happen to he the mark. a
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MATERNITY BUILDING TELE
-
PHONES 835.
No. nag, North 14th. Good thr
ee-
room home, 40-ft. lot, $1,too, half
cash, balance x year.
No. 1203 Salem ave., 3-room 
ell
house, 40-ft. lot. $850, half cash.
Jefferson street, $900 iota north side
between 13th and 14th streets.
Madison street, Fountain Park ad-
dition, between 16th and 17th, lot
 5ox
165 feet, $600, half cash.
Harrison street, monthly paymen
t
lots between 13th and 14th, s
hade
trees, lots grates; $400, $50 cash, the
balance easy.
Madison street, 4 room hous
e,
northwest corner 9th. Joins 
city
electric light plant, so foot lot, Sacc
o,
$200 cash, balance $15 per month.
Trimble street 8oxi5o foot lot 
to
alley, north side between Ninth 
and
Tenth. Good home neighborh
ood,
$1,000, half cash.
$2,00e Watts Boulevard Addition.
Two rstory, six oom house 
on
lot 6oxt5o to alley, west side 
of
Twenty-eighth between Watts Boul
e-
vard and Jackson street. Fa
ces
Hughes park. $1,000 cash, balance
$15 per month, 6 per cent. interest.
Fine proposition for some one nee
d-
ing a good home on easy mont
hly
payments. House new.
$1,250 c i. ao acre upland farm
t mile fr, Cairo road on Ol
ivet
church road. Small house, orc
hard
within 300 yards of R. R. station.
It will make fine poultry farm.
$2,500 Broadway, No. 24o4, corner of
Twenty-fourth street, 5 room house
,
stable, so foot lot, $1,000 cash, balance
easy.
$2,5oo. Jefferson street, north side
between/Twenty-fourth and Twenty-
fifth streets, five room house nearly
,new, 5o foot lot, stone sidewalk, ca
r
line. One-third cash.
Fountain avenue, northwest corner
Harrison street, 6 room house...porch
.
bath, good neighborhood, $3000. Easy
terms.
Souht Eighth, corner Norton.
Three houses on one lot, $2000
$r000 cash, balance easy.. Pays 15 per
cent. gross on the investment.
Harahan boulevard lot, west side
between Madison and Harrison. L
ot
5oxi6o to alley. Stone sidew
alk.
Concrete street. Gas, electric, light
,
sewer. Good neighborhood. $1,000,
half cash.
North Seventh street 50x165 ft 
lot
between Monroe and Madison. $2.500,
$soo cash, balance any time tiestred
Fine lot on which to build apa:am
ent
house.
$250 monthly payment lots, Whitte-
more's, north side addition Hinkle
-
vine road, west of Oak Grove. 
$to
cash, balance $t.00 er month. Any
one can save up money and buy
 a
lot. Corner lots $300. Better buy
one now and begin to save up yo
ur
money.
$500. An automobile that can be
exchanged for a house or lot. Woul
d
sell it at a discount for cash. Bar
-
gam for some one. •
Woo. Southeast corner of Clay
and Nineteenth streets. Nearly new
four room house. so foot lot. 
Half
cash.
$300. New two room house, 443
foot lot. Mechanicsburg near big
mills. Pays • 20 per cent. Good in-
vestment for cash. 
•
$500. Seven forty foot Mechanics-
burg lots. All can be bought as
 a
whole on the monthly payment pla
n.
$50 cash, balance $20 per month.
Good way to save money.
$1400. Madison street. North side
new house, four rooms, between
Nineteenth and Twentieth. Half
c
$400o. Ninety-five foot lot, two-
story ,house, between Twelfth an
d
Thirteenth streets on Broadway
.
Half cash.
$600. Fifty acres creek and upland
Marshall county land, four miles from
Birmingham. Can be bought on the
monthly payment plan. $go cash, hal
ance $5 per month. Timber will pay
for it this way.
$550. Three room North Eleventh
street house between Burnett and
Boyd, 35 foot lot. $5o cash, balance
$25 every. three months. Colored
neighborhood.
41650. -Nt 1719 Madison, five 
room
house. Fifty foot lot. Half cash.
News and Notes
of Spoils
Mobile is setting the pace in the
Cotton States league.
The Central league is having a
great race and all the teams look to
be strong.
'Dallas and San Antonio are fighting
for the lead in the Texas league.
The Vancouver team looks to be
the weak one . in the Northwest
league.
Albany and Scranton of the New
York state league recently played a
16-inning game, Albany winning 2 to
T.
The Wilmington team looks to be
outclassed in the Tri-State league.
They lost ten of the first twelve
games.
The Southern league salary limit
of $1,800 goes into effect June i, but
there is no limit to the number of
men carried by each team.
Manager J. H. Clarkin of Hartford,
says he will jump the Connecticut
league and join the new Atlantic
league if he does not get a better deal
from the Connecticut league umpires
.
The work of the Providence team
this season has been a great disap-
pointment to the Rhode Island fans
,
but they all have faith in Hugh Duf-
fy and think the team will do bette
r
later on.
"THIS IS MY 77th BIRTHDAY.
"
Henry M. Teller.
Henry M. Teller, who repre
sented
the state of Colorado in the U
nited
States Senate for many years
, Was
born in New York, May 23, 18
30.
After graduating from Alfred 
Uni-
versity he taught school for sev
eral
years and at the same time st
udied
law. ,He was admitted to the b
ar
at Binghamptott in 1885, and d
uring
the next few years practiced in
 Illi-
nois. In 186t he removed to Color
a-
do and settled in Central City. 
Hitt
ability as a lawyer son gained h
im
prominence. In politics he affiliated
with the Republicans, but declined to
become a candidate for office 
until
the admission of Colorado to t
he
nation. In 1877 he was elected 
to
the United States Senate and served
until 1882. when he was appoint
ed
Secretary of the Interior in the cabi
-
net of President Arthur. In 
1ftRe
he 'retired from the cabinet and was
imediately elected to the Senate again
In Oleo he was re-elected witho
ut
opposition. in 1892 he wit
hdrew
from the Republican party, being
 an
ardent advocate of silver and opposed
to the financial plank adopted at 
the
St. Loeis convention. The fol
low-
ing year he was re-elected to the
senate ag an Independent S:Iver 
Re-
publican.
MISSOURI BANKERS MEET.
Kansas City, Mo., May 22.—Lead-
ing bankers from all parts of the
state faced President W. C. Harr
is
of Fulton whenhe called to orde
r
the seventeenth annual meeting of
Missouri Bankers' Association in the
assembly room of the Midland Hotel
thie morning. Following an invoca-
tion by Rev. Robert Talbot, there
were welcoming adresses by Mayor
Beardsley and others and a response
for the visitors by Breckinridge Jones
of St. Louis. President Harris de-
livered his annual reports and there
were reports from the other officers
of the association. The afternoon
programme included addresses on
thankitig topics from James T. Young
of the Wharton school of finance.
Oscar Wels of Fort Worth, Texas,
I.. A. Goddard of Chicago, aid "Pri-
vate" John M. Allen of Tupelo, Miss.
Tomorrow she association will he ad.
dressed by Charles H. Treat, treas-
urer of the United States, and E. L
Copeland of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Pe railroad.
NORTH CAROLINA BANKERS.
Winston-iSalem, N. C.. May 22. —
Page after page of the register at
the hotel Zinzendorf filled today
with the names of prominent finan-
ciers come to attend the eleventh
annual meeting of the North Carolina
Bankers' Association. The forma
l
opening takes place this evening and
the business sessions will occupy
Thursday and Friday. The pr
ogram
for the initial session this evening
is as follows:
Call ea order by President 
J. F.
Wily of Durham; Invocation, Rt. Rev
Edward Rondthaler, D. D.: add
ress
of welermte. Mayor 0. B. Eaton; a
d-
dress of welcome on behalf of Win-
ston-Salem bankers. Col. William A
.
Blair; address of welcome on behalf
of the board of trade, Hon. 
Clement
Manly; response, Col. William H. S.
Burgwyn ,,of Weldon; entertainme
nt"
by Salem .Boys Band.
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND OFT ("MICK RESULTS
Mattil,Efinger
Undertakers and Ettitsidinfits.
130 8. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH, Y
A BARGAIN
New 5 Room House; Easy Terms
Telephone 765
Or Call at-318 South 6th Street
1e
American-German
National Bank
Capital  $230,000.00
Surplus and Undi-
vided Profits . . .
Stockholders' Lia-
bility 
Total .  
Total Resources .
100,000.00
230,000.00
$560.onn.00
. $985,453.23
DIRECTORS
W. F. Bradshaw, J. A Bauer. Louis:F. Kolb, H.
Petter, C. F. Make, Muscoe Burnett, Geo. C.
Thompson, President; T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pres.;
Ed. L. Atkins, Cashier.
•••11•••11.154. , 
Painless Dentistry
HERE TO STAY LONG ESTABLISHED
We employ graduate and licensed dentists, wh
o are experts and
use all painless methods.
Our equipment, perfect system and large volum
e of business make
possible the performance of the highest class of
 dental
follovieng
Plates 
Gold Crowns   4.00
Bridge Work 4.eso
Gold Filings  IA:10
Platinum  too
Silver  ••75
work at the
.1411
1re Hill Dental Co.
OF RICE OVER CHERRY'S GROCERY
Office Hours: 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. Sunday's 9 a. m. to 4
and and Broadway
,4••••-, • e:••, •
p. na
Phone 33o
WANTED
10 good teams with wagons
to haul' fluor spar from the
mines to Golconda, DI. First
class prices will be paid either
by the day or ton, as may be
desired. Apply at oirco the
AMERICAN FLUOR Snlik CO.
700-103 Fraternity Building.
; laVeni - MinigaratirVtiaal
Indict the Landlords.
•
•••••••••••.•
-1Fr‘
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Great Victory for Good Government.
The forces of good government
throughout Kentucky are to be con-
gratulated over the great moral vic-
tory accorded them by the decision
of the Kentucky court of appeals de-
claring the election held in Louis-
ville in November 1905, to be null
and void, and depriving the bene-
ficiaries of fraud, corruption and theft
of their offices.
The decision is a death blow to
corrupt elections in this state and
marks the dawn of a new era in its
history, not only morally and perliti-
(sally, but commercially as well. For
years the Metropolis of the state has
been notorious for corrupt election
methods and its people have been
practically disfranchised. Capital
seeking investment has been giving
Kentucky a wide berth because pros-
pective investors knew of the corrupt
methods in vogue in that city and
feared the men who were placed in
charge of the government by such
methods.
The Louisville elections, -.the
Breathitt county assassinations and
the night
-riders in West Kentucky,
have been a menace to the peace
and welfare of the commonwealth.
The strong arm of the law has de-
livered a crushing blow to election
;thievery; the courts will soon deal
out justice in the Breathitt county
cases, and by the same power a halt
will be called on the outrages in the
neighboring section of the state.
The good piople have suffered
much at the hands of the vicious
criminals, and for years justice has
beon delayed, but with the decision of
yesterday every true Kentuckian can
once more hold up his 'lead and
feel that a new day has dawned upon
our once fair state.
The fact that the election thieves
of Louisville pursued their criminal
career for years unmolested, inspired
other election thieves throughout the
stattefto follow their example. Even
in this section of Kentucky are men
holding offices that were stolen for
them, and as a consequence the crim-
ioal elemerengeggebad an easy time
of it. On this point the court of
appeals sayt
t Mixed op
S..- •
"But tho whose liberty is in the
hands of g edy and rapacious fraud
or cruel overbearing force, are
beyond the each of learning's lamp,
the ddmoni n of virtue or the voise
of patriotis , t
"N)o peo sate' itrawilly civilmed
where a di nction is , drawn be-
tween stea an office and stealing
a purse; n truly honest man will
be satisfied •ith an office to which
. hie title is n as valid as that to his
homestead ich shelters his family,
and to him o knowingly holds an
: office obtai by fraud, forte or
s chicanery evetel be aPplied the
g language of t dramatist to a usnper
of old, kIslle doe lk feel hie; titte
long loose Ant, like a giant's
robe upon a iSh thief."
In the local election
• theft were men of seeming respec-
tability who at heart are full fledged
.1criminals and ready to commit any
• crime against the people in order to
protect their own selfish interests.
Vied the good people of this city be-
.
come aroused like those in Louisv:Ile,
and with their money and time aided
in a• vigorous prosecution of the
malefactors, some of the well dressed
gentry would now be serving a term
in the penitentiary.
The attention of the county attor-
ney and commonwealths- atIor
trespectflully called to the die tan
of the court of appeals in affirming
the McCracken circuit cpurt ,in what
is known as 'the "bucket shop 'case,"
The Register extends special con- 
reference being made to the so-called
gratulations to the good citizens of commission house that was operated
Louisville over their splendid vic- on Broadway near lotirth.. street in
tory, and urges that the advantage the Brook Hill building, until a few
months ago, when it was forced tosecured by them through the courts
close by reason of the heavy fines im-
be pushed and the good work not
posed on the operator.
cease until the arch conspirators be The court of appeals says the place
landed behind the bars. No greater
outrages were ever perpetrated on a
people than those heaped upon the
citizens of Louisville. Men in charge
of the polls paid no attention what-
ever to the votes as cast. Fraudu-
lent ballots were openly and freely
supplied and returns made, to suit
the officers of the election. Men who
were absent from the city on the day
of the election were voted just the
same, and hundreds of instances oc-
curred in which citizens went to the
polls for the purpose of voting and
were informed by the election officers
that they had voted and no relief
was afforded them. Election officers,
or rather thieves, became so bold that
,
at one precinct in the 1905 election,
the stubs of the ballots showed that
the registration books were copied
alphabetically and the whole precinct
voted in that order. Such outrages
could not have occurred without the
sanction of the police department and
other officers of the 'aw, which makes
it quite clear that things in Louisville
were rotten to the core. The highest
court in the state has so declared,
and no good citizen can question the
justness of the decision rendered.
The good people of the state should
remember that it cost much money
and time for the good citizens of
Louisville to throw off the yoke of
bondage. One hundred psominent
citizens met at the Galt House a few
nights after 'the election to discuss
the election outrages in that city, and
within a few moments a fund of $to,-
000 was raised to fight the matter
out in the courts. It took fifteen
months to fight it out in the courts
and the result obtained was the best
investment ever made by the citizens
of Louisville. . It takes money and
co-operation to overcome the forces
of viciusness and iniquity, and every
city that has such forces to contend
with must sooner or later face the
issue and make the fight along the
same lines. The earlier the work is
undertaken the better it will be for
the city. For years and years the
good people of I.ouisville floundered
aroued and vented their anger in
words, and they might have keptit up
until dooms day without relief, but
talk amounts to nothing—it takes ac-
tion and coneierted action at that.
Where the good people of a city,
knowing the existence of organized
evils in their midst, are content to
evade their duty by not taking an
active pare in khe supprbssion- of
those things may expect, in due time
to find conditions as intolerable as
those that have existed in Louisville
for years.
Read what the court of appeals says
about the outrages committed in that
City by the ekction officers and the
aid given the criminals by the police
force, and if your blood does not
boil with indignation, then we have
nolitrititialicyliViiiing that you
tbeei1.fift f'S' bechsin our 64ion,1/
conttitete ' g, t-citiken and a „Irian.
Every good citizen should be plain
and outspokeriiirindorsing the de-
cision in they Louisville case and in
condemning the election thief, and
volunteer to aid in punishing any and
all criminals Who 'tamper with the
ballot And atkempt to overthrow the
, ....
will -of the people. The way is open
for the redemption of _Kentucky and
every good Citizen should fall in
line ready. to do his full duty:.
who profit largely by the
gambling in this city and
saloons.' The people are
to close up some things and the of-
Pittsburg and Allegheny arc
"was simply a gambling establish-
ment." The laws of Kentucky make
it a crime for a property owner to
rent his premises for, or suffer it to
be used as a gambling house. The
operator of the establishment has
been convicted and the judgment
affirmed, but as yet no stepsAiave
been taken by the officers, %1St. 'repre-
sent the people and whose diity it
is to enforce the law, towards ar-
raigning the owners of that property
who knew the character of business
that was being carried on in the
building, and for which they received
rent. If .a landlord will not rent his
property for gambling purposes there
will be no gambling in the city, and
for that very reason such a 13w was
enacted, and it is the duty of •the
county attorney and the common-
wealths attorney to see that offending
landlords as well as tenants Are in-
dicted and made to pay the penalty.
The people iafl Pladucah. have th,e
right to know why the laws are not
enforced without fear or favor, and
a movement is on foot to force the
officials intrusted with that duty to
a show down.
Several months ago when The Reg-
ister charged that certain stockhold-
ers of the Paducah News-Democrat
were indirectly interested in gambling
houses in Paducah, by reason of rent-
ing buildings used for those purposes,
some fakir connected with that sheet
got up on his hind feet and denounc-
ed The Register and said they had
stood it long enough, and tried to
make the people believe that what
we stated was not true, but we had
the records on them and the whining
hypocrite subsided. If the circuit
court officials and the grand jury will
perform their full duty and indict the
men who own buildings, notorious as
gambling centers, the public will find
that The Register is telling notheig
..spay for. far the less scandalous in the public
but the truth. \This city must bt "Don't be a bully. The policeman eye, nor does it deal quite so violent
a shock to common decency as does
the packed jury for instance. This
axiom has long been recognized by
the practitioners who feel themselves
big enough and influential enough
%0 within the public eye to violate any
aroused over the extortion at the law or moral code in the interest of
.their client and for the sake of theirficial who fails to do his duty along hands of the public utility company fee; having but the one care to keepthat line may expect to find himself of those cities that the general coun- their tracks well covered, which is
up to public view. ells of those cities hate applied to easy, even for the regulation thief of
In affirming the judgment of the the courts for relief, and if that move common discretion.
. . . .
court below in the McCracken county
case the court says:
tu-fails them, then they will appeal to The whole spirit of our ins itions forbids conviction without evi-
the governor for a special session of '•dence. Therefore when the prosecu-
"A disorderly house is not fleets- the legislature to give the people re- tton'e sole dependency has been in
sarily one in which there arc breaches lief. The difference between Pitts- some mysterious manner whisked
of the peace or noise disturbing the burg and Paducah is this—Pittsbeirg 
away the court has but one alterna-
tive no matter whether its natural
public tranquility. It is a disorderly
 will not stand for extortionate rates, inclinations be one way or the other.
Ihouse within the meaning of the law while the consumers of Paducah On the contrary, where the rase has+
if persons are permitted to gather
there and gamble in violation of law,
however quietly it may be done. The
proof for the commonwealth by a
number of witnesses was that Arena
had at his place what was called a
spotting board with all the different
stocks sold in any exchange; that a
meekly submit to anything.
Naming No Names.
(Louisville Times.)
In the practice of criminal law, ac-
cording tp the American plan, which
is too often also the Kentucky plan,
no more effective Method was ever_
hit upon to corrupt practitionerstelegraph wire ran into the room and in clearing •a guilty client than by
the fluctuation of stocks were report- i placing an important witness he-
ed t by telegraph. Those dealing put yond the jurisdiction of the court,
A ' either through the threats or sometheir money up on what they wanted
'wore amiable form of persuasion.
to invest in either to buy or sell.1 while- th •e jury-parking dointe may
IThey were required to put up a mar- have its advantages and the eystem
eliminating vital portions of angin and if the margin waa insuffic- of
been proven, it is then the province
of the fixed jury to get in its work
and acquite in spit of farcts and public
opinion. But, as has been said, pack-
ing juries is an awkward hunness. In
the first place it takes if not open
connivance at least silent acqUies-
cence in marry quarters. And then
men are sometimes so irritating. Se-
lected for especial qualities of crook-
edness. they occasionally. under cer-
tain conditions suddenly and unac-
countably develop a streak of hones-
ty. Where they Kaye been most care-
fully chosen for elenients'of flabbi-
ness or sponginess, they will some-
times solidify and assert themselves
at the most unexpected moments.
One can never tell in packing a jury,
4inclictment through the cunning plead- pack he ever so carefully. There-ient they dropped out or put up moos. .
„ang of a demurrer and undue moan- fore. the vanishing witness commendsIt was siMply a putting sip of money trice over the court. may, on occas- itself as tbe most efficacious means
on futures. The facts testified to by ion, best apply, the vanishing witness to are end.
ting net results. -
dean-cut way of get-the- witnesses abundantly show that • thaites the 'mote
the defendant's house was simply at, •It is only in a certnissline of cases
gambling establishment wheee•people• this character of cif 'nal prate-
Int on the rise and fall of itiriees:""
••,
tIce appeals to the diteret Ots of de.
tendaut's counsel. Witete there is
'more than one important witness, or,
'for instance, more duds one eye wit-
The new chief of police of .Chicago- nesa, the matter becomes far more
proposes to clean out the force and'alifficult 'As a matter of fact, under
to purge it of graft In his..tal o• k t our lax system there is really dan-
..le2r of actual punishreent to any le-one division he gave this pointed ad- gal light of consequence for crimes
vice, which could be followed with committed strictly within the ;cope
profit by other chiefs: lof his employment, though there
"Be a gentlman; it costtitle some degree, of odium and a cer-
much and helps a lot. degree of- inconvtnieiw-e if time
"Be intelligent, and
automaton.
acquittal of Dr. Sarah Murphy of the with,k
not a nitre!.
dignity in questign. eihottld suffor ellen murderspf poor Kate Bryentnircihtnh. N't4 
.
salt extraordinary itrinhalp arPRat ex- it abotif time names were mentioned nreerirtonight at the Red Men's-
'Be honest. The 'grafters' must
• Ipoeure. ' On the. other hand, he is and a few questions asked. hinetaalticnsti  NwioirithbeFaoikfrurtehssestdre.ebtys ,sTioequite happy and content aa do ill all How long are the people going to
the daya of his life in the midst of let Aaron Kohn continue to practice Tatrinty J. W. IDeffert of tosisv"Be neat in your personal appear- the salacious odors of public *topic- his methods? and National Organizer Ralph Joiftirance.
doesn't
BROKEN n LOT SUIT SAL
Blue Serges
Black Serges
Imported
Worsteds -
Cheviots -
$15 AND $18 SUITS
$11.88
Pr HERE MLR JUST EIGHTY-FOUR SUITS
A in this lot of broken sizes and, though we
haven't a complete run of sizes, in any one
pattern, in the whole lot there is every size from
34 to 44---regulars, stouts and slims.
Every single garment is Spring 1907 model,
splendidly tailored and made up in blue and black
Serges Imported :worsted and Cheviots, p
. 
!It $ tbry ago
club checks, overplaids and shadow weaves.
Suits come both single and double breasted, two
or three button styles, with broad manly looking
extension shoulders. Just such Suits as many a
man has been glad to pay $15 sat $18 for
already this season, but on account of t•be Wo-
ken sizes, you may have
Your. Choice fifr
Only'. . . $11.88
•
Look in the
windows and
see how swell
these Suits
really are.
Plaids ,
Club Checks
Shadow
Weaves ,m*
Overplaick
U G. Gullett lb Co., Incorporated.
purged and the place to start is after is not a master. lie is the servant
of the people, even if he does carrythe men of seeming respectability
a club and a gun."presence of
the Sunday
determined
1.
Calling Name*.
(Louisville Herald.)
• The Louisville limes, in an editor-
ial yesterday afternoon under the cap.
deo 'Warning No Names" deeply de-
*torte the- methods of criminal law'
75r1 in spiv:Ping away witnesses and
packing ,juries, and judges of criminal
courts in permitting such outrageous
methods.
In the light of the shocking news
this morning. when the whole city
and at least two counties will catch
their breaths at the manner of the
sstioraesThe rides:ill and lifalmey .camps
of the Sled en Woodmen togeober44
tha' Camp of RtaTal ss.,..... s
1 ' istreld a' 'al ,
characters than Aaron Kohn, to prac-tice Kohn's methods?
How long are we going to permit
a poor. miserable, weak judge tohave these things going on under his
very nose and never raise a hand in
feeble protest?
MOVED BACK HOME.
Seaton Joseph Mattison Moved From.
Hospital—Geo, Yates Hurt.
Sexton Joseph Mattison of Oak
Grove cemetery, has ben removed to
his home on West Trimble street from
Riverside hospital ' Yesterday he -
was able to sit, up a short _while for
the first time Once being operated
on two weeks ago for appendicitis.
Mr. Theodore Metcalf of South
Sixth street Ms been removed back'
home from Riverside hospital where
he was also operated on for appendi-
citis. Ile is slowly recovering.
Yesterday morning early the spec-
ial :rain carrying Gentry's 1tirens nut
of this city hacked into a freight
train in the I. C. shop yards, striking-
* flat car that shot under the catx.swe
which was lifted to the top of the
flat. George Yates. aged 52. of May-
field, who had stepped into the ca-
boose, was caught in the wreck, but
no hones were broken He waa taken
to the railroad hospital while the ca-
boOse was gotten off the flat and the
circus proceeded to May6eld
Evening Nuptials.
Miss C)yele Johnson and Mr Oscar
Noles, were united in marriage last
evening At the residence of Mrs. Alex
Venters ern Ohio street, the ceremony
being performed by Rev. J. R. Henry
of the Kentucky avenue Presbyterian
Ichurch. A number or friends werepresent for the nuptials. 'Very pretty and quite popular is the
bride, who it the bookkeeper for the
Telephone company
while the fproom is the genial and
sociable barber of North Fourth
street.
-trTeehetsy 
w. i,I.l. reside at atg North Sixtft
. • .
WOODMEN TO Mn*';
•••••••••••••••••ff.
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etnolu- '-ffrow long are the people going to son of 'Rock Island. Refresh-
srtrbitlefromn.tiat-'.
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IN 1ST'S
New Patterns and Pretty Ones too.
. $1.00 and upward.
7,Yittri‘ CS:re
317 BROADWAY
TXCLUSIVIL JULADY-TO-WILAL
HON. Mc D. FERGUSON,
Of Ballard Comity, Who Was Yesterday Nominated to Succeed
rts Railroad Commissioner, at the Henderson Convention.I
FEROUSON SETS NONIIIATION;
SOUTHALL "DELIVERS ROODS"
(Continued from Page One.)
For Perineom
Ballard 
Breckinridge 
 
Calloway 12
Carlisle
Christian 13
Crittenden 
 6
Graves d 
 
25
Grayson 
 
 8
Hardin
Hendeeson 'split) 
 to
Hickman 
...
°Hopkins (split) 
LaRue 
Livingston 
I.yon
Marshall . ... , 
Meade 
 
 6
',Lean 
 . 7
cCracken 
 
 14
afuhlenberg 
 10
odd 
 
8
riga 
 
6
Union 
Webster (split) 
 9
 
 8
7
7
6
Total . 
For Finn.
Allen 
 7Barren 13
Butler 
 9Caldwell 
 6
Daviese 
 .... 24
Edmonton 
 4
Hart 
 
 8
'Henderson (split) 
 7
*tfopkins (split) 
 
 8
Logan 13
ftaife ...et 44. ••• •• .......
onrese 
• 4
Ohio 
impson
'siren
Ve'sst , 
 
 ..i. 13
 
 iso
*Owe delegate barred in Hopkins,
itreggiler credentials.
Gardner received the fi votes of
rultou county.
W. C. T. U. inefilk014
The regular meeting of the W. C.
U will be held this+ afteinoon at,
in the leetnre.roons, of thic
antist chtieih A hill attends
Seen is desired. '
,St. cake sale for 'the Iienefii of the
county W. C. "T. U. will, be given
meet Saturday. Oils* sf. 'af lira' Prom.-
way,said The pleftesn$0,44 pattonage
matited.
• . t‘t
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Mr. R. S. Hair, agent for the Mani-
tou Steamship company, is here from
8 Chicago.
...10 Messrs. William E. Cochran and
James 0. ltitterback retsernedl last
. • • 7 evening from Henderson where they
attended the railroad commissioners
convention.
Mr. J. C. Monteith, the telephone
man, arrived from Loutsville last14 evening.
Mrs. Edawrd Woof' and children
left yesterday for Oklahoma after
spending a week with the former's
parents. Colonel and Mrs M. Nance
4 of West Broadway.
Mrs. George Kktterjohn yesterday
went to Nashville, Tenn., for a sev-
eral day's visit.
Mr. and Mitt. Charles Kiger went
to Dawson yesterday for a week's
stay.
Mir. 0. 0. Lastiter of Water Valley,
13 is visiting his brother, Architect A.
L Lassiter.
Mr Charles Reed yesterday went to2,16 Dawson for a few days.
Mrs. W. Armour Gardner yehter-
day left for a ten days' sojourn at
bawson.
Miss Ethel Morrow yeater re-
turned from visiting Miss elyn
Walker of Dyersburg, Tenn.
Mrs. Charles Dawson went to
Dawson yesterday.
Mrs. Charles Simpson of •
burg, will arrive tomorrow le
Miss Julia Scott.
ft ..ktMT. Penne Dawes of Cairo, s-
iting his parents. Conductor and Mrs.
Robert Dawes.
Mr. George B. Weseen of Cairo,.lias0
returned there after a brritinett trip to
this city.
, 'Ma. and Mrs. Allen Jorgensen of
Fulton arrived here yesterday'-to visit.
Mir. Leo Keiler hat returned- from
the University of Pennaylvania, to
remain free he summer.
Mr. William Bishop of Cairo i
here visiting friend*.
Mrs. Gaither Henneberirfr
child, of Louisville, &fie visiting e .
Henry +letintbager of Pifth......Bpd
Adams.
Thomas emnagsgwv r d
.49$014,frotri•j4011.11.fFetart. 
Mrs. A. C. Smith*  Arlington.'hiris visiting her damter. Mrs J. R.
/Morrison of Harris*, - sWeet
iWrs. Albso Barkiely- and child have
gone to Mayfield to visit Mrs. as.
Brower.
Mr U. N. Clarli is in Chicago on
lioietitre, of business.
.4roit .vemosswat-Aspikap,i2stansa
C.. wet here yeacztiey.
EARTHLY CARER
SUDDENLY ENDED
MRS. MARY VIRGINIA COONEY
PASSED AWAY YES-
TERDAY.
DEATH FOLLOWED SHORTLY
STROKE Of APOPLEXY
REMAINS OF M. CHAS.
- SUGARS ARRIVE TONIGHT
FORM MICHIGAN.
Mrs. George Pearl to be Buried This
Afternoon at Oak Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Mary Virginia Cooney passed
away at 2 o'clock yesterday after-
roon after only a few hours' illness
with appoplexy at the residence of
her daughter. Mrs. Joseph A. Gardner
of Fifth and Clark streets. .Her sud-
den death greatly shocked her numer-
ous friends and the family which is
/sit deeply bereaved. She has been
:11 apparently good health until morn-
ing when the attack carne.
Mrs. Cooney Was born sixty years
ago in Metropolis, Ill., and came to
this city with her parents while she
was yet quite a child. Thirty-six
years ago she was united in marriage
here to the late William E. Cooney
and made this city her home all her
life with exception of a few years
the family resided at Paris, Tenn.„
where her husband as a leading
merchant. He preceded her to the
grave by twenty-seven years.
The deceased was one of the city's
most estimable of the beloved Chris-
tian women and her departure from
earth places deep-seated grief in the
hearts of all, who will miss her great-
ly. She was a kind, gentle and con-
sistent creature, held in close estima-
tion by the entire community where
she had resided for so many years.
IShe is survived by three children,
Mesdames Harry G McElwee,
Joseph A. Gardner and Mr. Terrance
Cooney, latter the Fifth and Jackson
street drugist. She was a step-daugh-
ter of the late Mr. D. Clinton Wilcox,
and a half sister of Mr. James Wil-
cox, the civil engineer 'Of Paducah,
and Mt. Clint Wilcox, the -grocery
drummer of Mt. Vernon, Ind.
Mrs. Cooney was a lievout wor-
shiper and close communicant of
Grace Episcopal church, where the
*wreak services 'will be geld this
afternoon at 4 o'clock, officiated over
by Rector David Wright, with burial
afterwards at Oak Grove cemetery.
The pall bearers will be Messrs.
Alexander Kirkland, Muscoe Burnett,
I.awrence Dallam, J. E. Baker, M. B.
Nash and W. F. Bradshaw, Jr.
Remains Arrive Tonight.
This evening at 8.30 o'clock the
remains of the late Mr. Charles
Sugars will arrive from North Branch,
Mich., where he died Monday after-
noon. The body comes in over the
Illinois Central railroad by way of
Cairo, acompanied by his parents,
Conductor and Mrs. Samuel Sugars,
and will be taken to the residence at
221 Harahan Boulevard.
At 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
the funeral ceremonies will be held
at the home officiated over by Rev.
W. H. Pinkerton, with burial follow-
ing at Oak Grove cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Sugars left Michigan
yesterday morning with the body.
Funeral This Afternoon.
This afternoon at 2:30 o'clock the
funeral services will be held over
the remains of Mrs. George Pearl
at her late residence. 824 North Ninth
otreet, with burial following at Oak
Grove cemetery.
The deceased was 26 years of age
and died after 'an eight months' ill-
ness with consumption. Besides one
small child she leaves her husband,
Mr. George Pearl, the painter at the
Itlinois Central railroad shops here.
About Sister's Death.
Coroner Frank E:ker yesterday re-
ceived a letter from Edward Schrand
of Milwaukee, Wis., who stated he
had just heard Ms sister died here.
and he wanted the particulars which
the coroner wrote him at once.
His !Ater wal  Meld Schrand of
tote rieth Tenth street, who was
scu g with Vieff Kkeves several
s ago at her home, when she
Jell into the fire and was burned so
that death wile in a few hours.
OLD FASHIONED
SCHOOL TONIGHT
KENTUCKY AVENUE PRESBY-
TERIAN CHURCH LADIES
ENTERTAIN.
MRS JOHN SCOTT MADE
CHARITY CLUB TREASURER
MISS TREZEVXNT RECEIVES
/ MONDAY FOR MRS. A.
E. TALLON.
Mrs. Henry Rudy Has the Kaloso-
phic Club to Meet With Her To-
morrow Morning—Social 
-•
World.
ThTe ladies of the Kentucky av-
taue Presbyterian church this even-
ing repeat their "Old-Fashioned
S•Onool" entertainment that was given
with much pleasing success last week
that the participants were prevailed
on to present the features for the
second time tonight at She church.
The public will be welcomed.
The program will be:
Song—By the School—'%Sewanee
River."
.Dialogue—"The 'Rehearsal."
Speech—Mrs. F. E. Lack.
Dialogue—"The Investigating Com-
mittee."
Song--Miss Letha Puryear.
,Dialogue—"The Tran to Mouro."
Song—Mrs. W. W. Janes.
Speech—By Merne Nichols. ,
Dialogue—"Fifty Dollar Millinery
Bill."
Song—Mrs. Clarence Sherrill.
Dialogue—"Marrying a Poetess."
Speech—Mr. Will Brazellton.
Song—By school.
Treasurer Resigned.
At yesterday's meeting of Cite Char-
ity dub with Mrs. George C. Wallace
of North Ninth, the ladies had much
business before them. During the
session the treasurer, Miss Elizabeth
Sinnott, resigned and Mos. John W.$eote was chosen to fill the vacancy.
Bright Paducah Girl.
Miss Elizabeth Graham of this city
won the highest honors of the gradu-
ating class for the Memphis confer-
ence female institute at Jackson,
Tend her general average in studies
being am per cent, only one per cent.
shbrf of,peefeetion. She is the vale-
dictorian_ of the class, and is the
daughter of Mr. Wm. Graham, the
politician and traveling salesman for
the Sutherland Me 'eine company of
this city,
Afternoon Card Party.
Mrs. ..M. F Emery and Miss Pollie
Perelman of Sixth and Jefferson have
issued formal invitations for a euchre
party to be given by them the after-
noon of Thursday, May 30, at their
home.
Receive for Mother.
Mrs. A. E. Tallon of Berkely, Cal.,
arrives today to visit her daughter,
Miss Eleanor Trezevant of West
Monroe stre.t. The latter receives
from 3 to 5 o'c'ock Monday after-
noon for Mrs. Talkm, who the nextday goes to Mont Eagle, Tenn'.
Corning Back to America.
In a private letter received by a
friend from Mrs. Marie MOSS Wheat
yesterday she states that she expects
to sail for the United States about
the eighteenth of this month, but will
not visit Paducah for Some time, hav-
ing planned to spend the summer in
Wyoming with her son, Moss.
Kalesophic Club.
Mrs. Henry Rudy entertains the
Kalesophic club tomorrow morning
at her home, at, which time Miss
Blanche Hill reports on- Current
Events, end Mrs. Edward itringhurst
on "Famous Italian Actors and Ac-
tresses--Salvini, Ristoti, Blearier
Dust." "English . Artists—Sarah
Siddon, David Carritsh, Forrest, Hen-
ry Irving, Ellen Terry" will be re-
ported by Miss Italie Missy.
Music Festival Boxes.
Mrs. Eli poonsw and MTS. J. C. Ut-
terbalcki hay+ charge Of the sale crf the
boxes for the May Music festival.
The price 0, the boxes is $8 and
those desiring them can apply either
to Mrs litterback or- Mrs. Boone:
Hand beat carpet, are not clean.
We have a machine. Phone In.
OLD PHONE 481-,a
CONTRACTS FOR BUILDINGS
TO BE LET ABOUT JUNE 1
SCHOOL BOARD THIS EVENIN G WILL ADOPT .THE PLANS
AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE NEW SCHOOL BUILD-
INGS—SUPERINTENDENT ELECT JOHN CARNAGEY IS
HERE FOR SEVERAL WEE.KS—THE STUDENTS HAVE ONLY
SEVEN MORE DAYS OF AC TUAL STUDY BEFORE THEM.
The plans and specifications for the
two new buildings to be erected by
the school trustees are in finished
condition and ready for submission
this evening at a called meeting of
the board, assembled for that purpose,
at Which time the building commit-
tee will explain the .drawings and
outline in full to the balance of the
trustees. The plans will then be
adopted and the contractors wanting
to bid on the work directed to put
in their proposals.
Trustee B. T. Davis, one of the
building committee, said yesterday
that June I would be ample time for
the contractors to get in their propo-
sitions, as the calculations necessary
are. not complex. By getting the
bids in on that date another special
gathering can be called by the board,
the bids opened, and contract award-
ed. Calculating that it will take one
week to get ready to start the work,
the brick men can about June to com-
mence excavating and lay the brick
foundation. While this is going on,
and it will take about two or three
weeks, the contractors can be order-
ing his lumber and other material.
This will put everything well under
way long before the last of June. The
board caluctslates upon the successful
contractor having three full months
in which to Put the buildings in com-
pleted shape and ready for occupancy
by the students.
New Superintendent.
Professor John Carnagey has ar-
rived from Noblesville, Ind , to re-
main in the city until the present
scholastic term comes to _a close so
that he may acquaint himself with
:Stitt Uttittititt rt 22 ti
THE RIVER NEWS.
aaaaana:: a ts attars SS
Captain R. M. Matson of Knox-
wood, Ala., has bought th E. Doug:
las from Captain Pickley and wit/
take her to the upper part of the
Ohio.
The City of Saltillo got to- St.
Louis yesterday. leaves there today,
and gets here Saturday morning en
route foe' the Tennessee river.
The Martha Hennen in is from the
Cumberland river with a tow of ties.
The Lyda came in from the Cum-
berland river yesterday with ties.
The steamer Joe Wheeler went to
Chattanooga yesterday. She comes
back in ten days.
The Buttorff came in from Clarles-
ville yesterday and left at once for
Nashville.
This mornng at 6:30 o'clock the
Dick Fowler leaves for Cairo and
will not retool until Saturday night
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river tonight and
liei here until 5 o'clock Saturday af-
ternoon before departing on her re-
turn trip.
The oJe Fowler went to Evans-
ville yesterday and comes bade to-
morrow.
The John S. Hopkins comet io to-
day from Evansville and gets out at
once on her return that way.
The Clyde- went m the Tennessee
river last night and stays up there
until next Monday night.
The Georgia Lee left Cincinnati
yesterday and gets here Saturday en
route for Memphia.
The Peters Lee goes up today en
route from Memphis to Cincinnati.
egenemenoieeesointensiffeeeeOlegalank,
the public schools and conditions as
much as possible during the short
time the students continue from the
present date until close of school.
'the genial and brilliant educator
seems to be in the pink of condition
his health being excellent. He ex-
pressed much satisfaction at again
being back in Paducah, as. he is
charmed with the place and eager to
get at his new duoies which places
the governmental reins for the edu-
cational institutions in ' his hands
August I. He was circulating among
the citizens and school people yes-
terday and last night, being given
that fervent and warm welcomo evi-
deocing true appreciation by ail of
his personality and presence.
Superintendent-elect Carnagey, af-
ter school closes here, goes to
Noblesville for a few days, and then
from there to one of the leading
eastern colleges to take a post grad-
uate course. He had intended going
to the Columbia University at New
York, but as the normal term for
that institution does not open until
the middle of July, he will select
some of the other advanced colleges,
of the east. He will be here agaird
August r to take charge and get
thinks in shape for next year. His
family will be moved sometime dur-
ing the summer.
•
Seven More Days.
Only seven more days at studies
have the school chldren of this city.
as dip vtgald coinriaancing June 3
they begin having their closing ex-
aminations that last for several days,
when schools then come to a close
at the end of that week.
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May 23.
1125—Death ot Emperor Henry V.
at 'Utrecht.
1633—Samuel De Chatoplain entered-
upon his second tenure of office
as Governor of Canada.
17s6—British under Marlborough vic-
torious at battle of Ramillies.
17—Empress Catherine of Russia
horn.
1781—American force laid seige to
Augusta, Ga.
t824—Gen. Ambrose Burnside born.
Died Sept. 2, r138r.
183t—Lori Woodbury of New Hamp-
shire became Secretary of the
Navy. •
t862—Battle of Port Royal. Va.
1877—Don Carlos, Spanish protendeo
expelled from France.
1889—Shah of Persia arrived at St.
Petersburg on his first Euro-
pean tour.
1895—Secretary Carlisle spoke against
the free coinage of silver at the
• Sound Money Convention at
Memphis.
Embalm the Dead.
Mr Twyman of the Guy Nance &
Son undertaking company, left last
night for Ragland, Ky, to embalm
Mrs Kakefield, wife of a prominent
farmer and merchant of that section,
who died yesterday morning. Mt.
Twyman will prepare the corpse for
shipment this morning to Louisville
for burial.
Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles
FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.
CAUL4DUES AND MOW OW= VPON REQUEST.
S. E. MITCHELL
NEW 743. 326-28 S. 3rd St.
Best Keiritucky and Illinois Coal
Aisi; dealir in [line ad Cement. Agent for Waiteliall and Agatite Cement
"164',KING OrICILMANT"
•
H. M. CWNNING-HAM
sav afee .14.7 inimadir iimiwkitantotreet
•
'
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WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
First.
Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is WM&
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us you: laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone MO.
EXCURSIONS
it D ft 13 ft 13 13 ft 13 33 ft
 tit tt
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET CO.
The cheapest and best excur-
sion out of Paducah.
1118.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boat leave. each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. am.
For other information apply to
JAMES KOGER, Supt.
FRANK L. BROWN, Agt.
EXCURSION RATES .
ON THE RIVER.
ROUND MCI) TO'
Evansville and Return
Continuous Package, $ew; Unlimited
Ticket, $5.00,weleals and Berth
Included.
. Round Trip to Cairo,
...rty of five or over, s each, with-
out meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all he boats. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass-
enger Agent. Phone 33.
H. I. RIVERS, M. D.
Office, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
U. K. Hendrick. J. G. Miller
Wm. Marble.
HENDRICK, DULLER
& MARBLE,
Lawyers.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms I, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
523 1-2 Broadway, New Phone 00:
Old Phone 1487 R.
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insurance, Corporation
and Real Estate Law.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 4911-R.
PADUCAH, KY.
OLIVER, OLIVE& &
MORI10011,
Lawyers,
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
'of Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
tta Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 4114R
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
, AND GET QUICK RESULTS
Redd—How your friend Shipton has WARS ON Oil 1"Turned About
change& He used to be so com-
municative, you know.
Greene—Isn't he yet?
"No; why he draws himself right
into his shell, now, when you're trying
to question him."
"He's turned turtle, has be?"-
Yonkers Statesman.
Yes, So It Will.
"John, you said before we were Mar.
ried that you'd give up anything fog
Me."
"Yes-s, 1 blieve I did."
"Then give me some money for
bonnet."
"But a bonnet is not you."
"No; out it w!.il become me."—Hou
s
ton Poet.
Makes Things Rise.
"A sleeping powder mattes you go 
to
sleep."
Said Jones "but is there any 'waking pow.
der? "
"Oh, )es." said .T4rs..74nes. "If yeu would
rise.
There's r.othIng does the thing Ube belt
.
log powder."
—Cleveland Leader.
PERHAPS NOT.
-11
I. a
Miggs—No, Miss Grace, I assure yot
1 have neve,. indulged Is flirtation.
Miss Grace—Oh, perhaps you neve!
received any eneourigement.
Stronger.
Teacher—Johnny, for what Is Switz-
erland- famous?
Scholar—Why--m're—Swiss &set
a
Teacher—Oh, something grander,
mere Impressive, more tremendous.
Scholar -- Limburger? — Cleveland
Leader.
Not His Custom.
The Old Timer was handing out ad.
"Never marry a widow," said he.
"I never do," said the cheerful chap
from St. Louis. "That is, seldom o
r
aever."—Chicago Sun.
Incorrigible.
Mater—And what did that dreadful
boy say when you threatened to cut
him off with a shilling?
Pater—Oh. the young blackguard
asked me if I couldn't make it lf pen*
cash down?
Neoessity.
Noild—Why did you have your tele-
phone changed from a direct wire to a
party line?
Tom—My wife complained she
couldn't hear a thing the neighbor
s
said —Life.
A Head-Or Collision.
Mike--So Cassidy was killed in a
railroad wrcck—was It a head-on col
-
lisions
Pat—No, begobs—his head was off
when they found him, 01 belavei—
Life.
No Help for It.
The Clergyman--Do you mean
 to
say that your wife goes to ch
urch
every Sunday without you?
"Well, It Isn't my fault. I can't p
er.
rum?* her to stay at home."—L
ife.
Want !sat.
Customer—Look here, this bicycle I
bought here only three weeks ago 
has
all gone to pieces
Dealer—Yee, sir. You remember 
I
warranted it to go fast. —Tit-Bits.
What's in a Name?
Bugenie—Yee must join our Social
History club.
Anne—Why, what do you do?
Eugenie—Play bridge for lovely
prizes.—Town Topics.
Difference in Time and Place.
Chicagoan— You remember that last
quickstep you composed?
Philaaelphia Composer—Perfectly.
"They're using it in Chicago for a
funeral march."—Ufa.
Purely a Question of Advertising.
Ferdy Stairedoor—W-will you —aw
—
niarry me, Miss Footlights?
Dolly Footlights—Oh, this Is se sod.
den; but you may speak to my advance
agent.—Town Topics.
Army Talk.
"Have you beard how Capt. links
Hagraced himself?"
"No. What'd he do?"
"Went and married a civilian, that's
what."—Chicago Sun.
Scattered Some.
"Was he calm and cottected wits*
the boiler explosion oreurredr
' "Well, he wars calm, all right, bet
they never did get him collected
."—
Cleveland Leader.
- 
--
Absolute.
"Who is 'The Autocrat of the Break-
fast Tabl,•?'"
''Our hired girl."—Cleveland Leader.
A Cipher.
"la Vandermill one of the -.AO?"
-Yes; one of its two ciphers."—
ff iffififf ft fi D /3 13 13 ZS 13 14
4. PUFFS OF HILLBIDX. Pa
!Ty COMPANY ""BnynxcarTn"u"
Christianity is the process of mak-
ing men Christ-like.
Temperance in all things is the
beat rule of life. -But it is the hard-
est to live up to ofany of the laws
of right living,
PITTSBURG, ANGERED BY THE
ABUSES, WILL ASK COURTS
FOR RELIEF.
Will Have Governor Instruct District
Attorney to Annul Charter
of the Company.
Pittsburg, Pa., ,May 2I.—The first
definite action for the annulment of
the charter of the Philadelphia com-
pany of this city, a subsidiary concern
of the United Railways Investment
company of San Francisco, was taken
tonight when both branches of city
councils unanimously passed a reso-
lution authorizing Mayor Guthrie to
have Governor Stuart instruct the at-
torney general of Pennsylvania to e
n-
ter quo warrantso proceedings
against the company, which controls
the public utilities of Pittsburg.
The action has been contemplated
for some time, but was accelerated by
the company recently advancing nat
-
ural gas from 25 to 30 cents net 
per
thousand.
At the same time bills aggregating
over $600,000 have been presented the
company by the city of Pittsburg 
for
street cleaning. An agitation for the
abolishment of 10-cent night fares on
the street cars and a betterment of
transportation facilities has also 'been
started.
Other Cities Join Crusade.
In addition to the resolution which
will be presented to Governor Stuart
tomorrow by Mayor Guthrie com-
plaints from the chamber of com-
merce and other civic bodies will be
made.
The crusade against the company
in Allegheny, across the Allegheny
river from Pittsburg, has also assum-
ed great proportions and the councils
of that city will tomorrow take action
on resolutions taxing the Allegheny
County Light company, a subsida
ry
of the Philadelphia company, whi
ch
has a monopoly in that city. The city
of McKeesport will also join with
Mayor Guthrie of Pittsburg a
nd
Mayor Wirschler of Allegheny in the
protests against the action of the
Philadelphia company.
In thg }.vent that the attorney
general of the state finds that quo
warranto proceedings are impossib
le
against the company under the pres-
ent law it is the intention of May
or
Guthrie, indorsed by the entire city
government and surrounding towns,
to have Governor Stuart call a spec-
ial session of the Pennsylvania legi
s-
lature to amend the laws so that 
such
action can be taken.
Three States Are Affected,
Forrner Judge James H. Reed and
James Dawson Gallery of' Pittsburg
and Patrick Calhoun of San Fran-
cisco are the leading figures in the
Philadelphia company.
The action of the company in rais-
ing the price of gas has aroused the
notnicipaiities in Western Pennsy
l-
vania, West Virgin:a and Eastern
Ohio.
City Comptroller John B. Larkin
issued a statement today in which
he says that upon investigation he
learned that the Philadelphia cor
n-
Piny is furnishing gas in West 
Vir-
ginia for ft cents per i.000 and that
he found in one district it to
ok as
much pipe line to cover a territo
ry
for lamoo consumers as it did to ser
ve
the 3oo,000 in the Pittsburg di
strict.
THE GENTLE CYNIC.
Honeyed words often have a sting
to their tail.
Many a Stile word has been spo
ken
ungramatically
Froth gets to the top and some
men are a good bit like froth.
We should all do 'unto ot
hers as
we would have others do unto 
us,
but we generally wait for them
 to
do it first.
SMOKE
000D
CIOARS
Good cigars are not all im-
ported.
Imported cigars are not all
good. ei a
However, every cigar we
keep—whether imported or do-
mestic—is a good, satisfaction-
promoting smoke.
J. IL Oehlschlaeger
DRUG GIST
SATH AND BROADWAY
Men should shoot straight, walk
straight ride straight; but they had
better not drink straight if they
would do the s'raight thing.
The motto of a successful politician
is "Get everything possible for my
friends and keep my enemies from
eating any pie."
A school teacher is usaully dicta-
torial in ordinary intercourse with
men.
A paw-paw and a cotton line have
frequetrtly caught more fish than an
eight-ounce rod and silk line. But
the latter combination makes the
best fishing tackle.
The barefooted boy who never had
a chance to go to school in his life
frequently rises higher than the silk-
stockinged youth who graduated from
a !leading college. But the latter is
the best equipped for life's journey.
Some men spend so much of them-
selves in making money that they
are not able to spend the money.
Be true to yourselves is a trite say-
ing. But how many of us dare tell
the truth to ourselves?
Saicons are the centers of all the
vice and corruption in our cities.
The saloon element is always hand
in glove with public-utility corpora-
tion crowds,
The fact that liquor does not fly to
your head does- not prove that you
are strong-headed. Perhaps there
are no brains or nerves inside your
skull.
The man of brawn and beef can
stand mote stimulation than the man
of brain and blood.
The commencement sermon is be-
ginning to be heard. As a rule ie
pleaseth the ear. tickleth the fancy
and hath no force
There are too many quarter horses;
too few thoroughbreds who carry
weight and go the distance.
Nfany a boy shows promise of a
brilliant future. Few men havg a
brilliant present or a shilling past.
Most girl babies are beautiful; few
women attract attention by their re-
markable beauty.
Many a pup is the smartest thing
on four legs, but intelligent trained
dogs are scarce. if all the fine colt*
made fine horses plugs would com-
mand a premium as museum won-
ders.
MAY MUSIC FESTIVAL.
The festival on May astb when
innes will be in Paducah, promises
to be an event which will long be
remembered. It will bring to us the
compositions which are played by the
orchestras in the great cities, but
which are seldom heard outside the
metropolitan ccanters.
Innes does not slight anything. lie
tells of playing once on a stormy
night in a small town when by actual
count the audience numbered but
thirty-five, "and I don't believe" he
added, "that I ever gave a better
concert or that the band ever playe
d
better than on that night."
Some say that Jingles' pirograms
are all right for New York, Boston
and Chicago, but that when brines is
out on his tour he Is not as 
careful
of his selections for a small t
own
or city as in the largest cities. Do
n't
believe 't. He cannot afford to lo
wer
his standard. If he is to keep 
his
hold on the affections and resp
ect of
the people he has to do nothin
g less
than his best all the time and 
every-
where. Any deterioration 
means a
In;; of prestige. It is only tee
 best
that satisfies the discriminati
ng list-
ener here as elsewhere. This is
 why
we shall hear him .in just the very
programs that have been playe
d in
one of another of the larger citi
es,
Prices and program 25 and so c
ents
reserved seats.
FUNDS FOR PEARY IN b,RICOO
N
Portland, Ore., Masi 22.—This 
was
"Peary Day" in the public sc
hoois
throughout Oregon, small co
ntribu-
tions being taken op among the 
ptimile
in aid of tele fund necestsary for
 the
starting of another expedition to t
he
North pole by Commander R
obert
E. Perry. It is expected that 
about
Spa= will 13i 'realized in thi
s state
'towards the ,00° neces
sary for the
expedition.
Love must indeed be blind whe
n a
fellow falls -in without lookin
g.
The greatness that is thrust 
upon
a man is apt to grate on h
is neigh-
bors.
, The woman who marries a'
 man t-
reforni him-shoulder:A let -*ins A
issops it
.40
v, ,
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'UNDERTAKERS and EMBALMERS
211-213 frutb Third Street. PADUCAH KY.
jggggingsba em:Selleattsiesell.1.11111.11.111011MaillatCrk.
GI.ORE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capitiu stock   $100.000
Surolts . ..... $34.000
1
Interest paid or) time 1.. posits. Prompt attention given
Po busilicss intrusted to us.
Rut4t,ISON, Pr:- N W VAN CULIN, Quake.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
' Both I'henes, No. ago
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INSURE! WITH
BEBOUT & SMITH
"Anything in Insuratite"
OFFICE 306 B'WY PHONEI385
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NO MORE MIME FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 13 years experienoe in tire'
slaking. No danger from THORNS, 
CAC-
TUS. PINS, NAILS. TACKS or GL
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Modern Home Plumbing.
All of our plumbing CCD- 40te
tracts are executed by the best
skilled mechanics, under our persona: sup-
ervision, and no detail, no maser how
unimportant it may seen, escapes our stun-
tam We use the famous "Slastiastr
Porcelain Enameled Plurr.bing
which are the best made. T7 r!scing
your work with us, you are assured us the
best material and workmanship obtainable.
Let us quote you prices.
E. D. HANNAN
Both Phones, No acit.
132 South Fourth St.,
GEN is
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For
IRST-CLASS FITTING SUITS
GO TO THE ESTABLISHED 
FIRM
SOLOM Otsi
W. Popular Priced Tailor
We carry no stock over—
all this season's goods. Come and
look them over yourself. I empl
oy the best coat and pant* mak-
era. I guarantee all my suits. No f
it, no money. All tha
cloths in woolens, etc. Full line of b
eautiful trimmings to
t. 1 1.-1 3"* if
113 South Third Street Phone 
101a
Always to be found at
eSse
Weds* be OM&r.. ms
-A" alas""1".=s=Loa -D.
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ROUTE
EXC UKS1Uti
BULLETIN
THE FOLA.OWING RE-
DUCED RAtES AKE
ANNOUNCED
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
Round trip Sz6.80.. Special
train will leave Paducah about
noon, May alth, carrying
throrugh sleepers to Richmond,
account Confederate Reunion.
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Account Spring meeting Jockey
Club, $6.95 roundl:ip, May 6th.
returning May 7th; Agi round
trip May oh, good returning
julla 9d1; May 5-11-18-22-25 and
99, June 1-5 and 8th, limit two
days.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April igth to November 3oth--15
days—S.23.75. Coach excursions
on special dates-41110o ever,
Tuesday, limit to days.
FOR FURTHER PAR
TICULARS APPLY TO
J. T. Donovan,
Aunt City Ticket Office.
Me Consletent
Mrs. Sububbs—I was cleaning out
silver on Sunday when Mrs. Strattlace
called on her way home from church.
Portunately, though, she didn't find
It out.
Mrs. Naybor—She's very strict about
the Sabbath, isn't she?
Mrs. Sububbs—Yes. She apologized
for calling upon me on that day, but
she thought she just ought to tell me
that scandalous story about Mrs. Old-
day.—Philadelphia Press.
Fifth and Broadway.
R. M. Prather
Agent Union Depot
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law.
Room 3, Columbia Building.
PADUCAH, KY.
Old Phone 1992. 
.
DR. ADRIAN HOYEB„
Office, 112 1-2 South Fifth.
Old Phone, Office, 175.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
—.
DR. W. O. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway, Phone 120,
Residence, Sio Broadway, Phone z49
0. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : : Kentucky.
— 
—
A. 8. DABNEY, DENTIST,
Trueheart Building.
Telephone 511-R.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
vramog BLYTIXE, It D.,
Mice so , 1-2 Broadway.
Phew* I.-. - 870; Rea. 272.
p
_ Ii.6,60
-. ii‘tINVITRIllt -?
Lawyer.
Will practice in all marts of
Kentucky.
Ed P. Farley, M. D. C.
R. F. Fisher, M. D. C.
PARLEY & FISINER,
Veriterisisly, Sur/rouse and Dentists.
Office slid HOspttal, sag South Thirdt - St., Paducah, Ky.
OM IThhane T345. New phone 
35r.
I.R*Ilidence, old pltone Ott&
116 
_
&A J. it jorrics
k t Dealer in Hie-Grade
7 vi Pismelm "NIA tlirwiiii• '
From the French.
Dramatist---It's the first perform-
ance of my play to-night; I feel so:
lolly nervous.
Dramatic Adapter—Do you? I never
feel nervous about mine.
Drameti-t—Ah, but you have an ad-
• sr me.
Drarnritic keienter—What's that?
Drams, all your plays
have We.. lefore.
easantriee.
He (six weeks after the honey.
moon)—I suppose you think you were
a fool when you stood up and married
me?
She—Well, I was the next thing to a
fool!
He—That's true, or I wouldn't have
been there.—Yonkers Statesman.
Just Half Way.
"You will understand," said the edi-
tor of the new semlhumorous publica-
tion, "that we don't wish our writers
to be either too funny or too ser:otta
We just wish • happy medium."
"I understand," chuckled the b f
foon scribe; "you want them to be h .if
witty."—Ahicago Daily News.
Her Aim.
"We can get you the divorce quickly
and without notoriety."
"But I don't want it that way; I
want to have to put up a fight for it
and get it after a protracted scuffle
through the newspapers."
"Oh, you're going on the stage, eh!"
—Houston Post.
iLs Fatal Error.
"Ton say Rev. Mr. Newman was a
failure at your church?"
"Yes; he made the mistake of at.
tempting to bring the congregation
Into harmony with his ideas, instead
of bringing his Ideas late harmony
with the eongregation."—Philadelphia
Press.
A Difference.
"She is exceedingly well read," said
the admiring young woman.
"indeed" rejoined Miss Cayenne.
Yes. She reads all the new books
as fast as they are published."
-That moans she is abundantly read,
but not well read."—Washington Star
Must Be Humiliating.
Bessie—It's quite a come down fog
Tessie--Wbat do you mean?
Beeele--When be Is at home he he
longs to the upper ten, but here at col
lege he is on the second eleven —Tows
Topics.
Odd, Indeed.
"He's an odd fish."
"Is, eh"
"He is, for a fact. I don't suppose
that fellow ever bought a share o0
worthless mining stock In his life."-
Chicago Journal.
Could Stand Pat.
-I can't understand why they cause
Henry VIII. 'Bluff Eine Hal.' "
"Well, why not?"
"A man with six queens doesel
need to bluff."—Cleveland Leader.
The Line.
Mary tied a littie waist
Where WILINt2 were meant to grow.
And everywhere the fasbans went
Her waist was sur• to go.
—N. T. Sun.
A PRECAUTION.
.71treon—I just joined the Don't
Worry club.
Moon—Why?
Jigson—Going to be saarriad nest
week.--Chicase Sue.
Room for Doubt.
"Hew do Tem know slits make' *plan
did biscuits?"
"She boasts of 'em."
"Yes; but her husband doesn't.—
Houston Post.
Ed vested.
"You say her daughters are Mehl,
educated?" 0
"They have been taught to say ills
Is so sudden' in every enoddrn
'
Ian-
ga,ge."—Judge.
He Had.
'Did you ever do anything phi's.
thropic?"
"Sure, I done the ol' geezer dat runs
de aid society duten de price of as
overcoat."
He Had.
r— TO you ever bean
622 Broadway telephone 
in a storm?
Old Phone 13-r Paducah, Ky. Becher—AY In—TOL 
My Wife
.4011,RU7 *Ps,C at,t.--Jud.1%
REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS.
-
-
Extraordinarily Good Results Said
to Have Bean Obtained from
Collangol. "
--
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, Germany, reports to the depart-
ment of commerce and labor the suc-
cessful treatment of appendicitis by
means of "collangol" a silver solution.
He writes:
"Much has been written on the treat-
ment of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, in a
given case, an operation must be per-
formed to save the life of the patient.
It would doubtless be a great boon if a
remedy could be found to make an op.
oration unnecessary. Such a remedy, it
is alleged, has been found under the
name of 'collangol.' Collangol is a form
of pure silver soluble in water. Chem-
ical manipulations for rendering
quick silver and some other metals sol-
uble in water were discovered within
the last few years. The antiseptic prop-
erty of diver has long been known, am,
for instance, in the form of lunar caus-
tic, which has also been administered
Internally. It's use, however, has been
very limited. Based upon this knowl-
edeg successful experiments have been
made by some noted physicians through
the use of the soluble, non-irritating
and non-poisonous silver lc suppurative
diseases, as, for instance, In the dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppnraUve
feeers.
"Dr. Moosbrugger, of Lentkirek has
now used collangol in appendicitis, as
well internally and externally. This
treatment, according to his statement
In the last number of the Munich Med-
ical Weekly Review, has yielded ex-
traordinarily good results. Within two
or three days after treatment a decided
improvement was noticeable in incipi-
ent cases. In cases where an inflamma-
tion of the peritoneum had already
taken place, a cure was, however, very
slow—often only after weeks of treat-
ment both internally and externally.
Zxcepting two with very severe cases
out of the 72 which came under his ob-
servation and treatment all were cured
without any surgical 'operation. He
claims that this treatment is very mucb
superior to any other, and that he is
juatified In stating that every ease of
appendicitis, if early diagnosed, be It
ever so acute and malignant, can be
cured with collangol without resorting
to the knife.
"In view of the otherwise favorable
experiences with this remedy it is very
probable that his opinion will prove cor-
rect But after all It will esquire a great
deal of very critical observation before
K will be safe to dispense with a timely
operation, which is capable of saving
many lives. The published statements
of Dr. Mooebrugger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the cases to
make a real criticism possible. At all
events, his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other hand, It cannot
yet be stated how long the cure will last
Light cases of appendicitis can be
healed for a time, as is well known; the
question, however, Is for bow long
Further experiments will be &Waited
with great interest, says the DLit's-
kalia."
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
Italics of the Time When Legal Terms
Had a Significance Not
Known Now.
To most persons the phrase "This in-
denture witnesseth" is as much Grim:.
as the common phrase "Witness my
hand and seal" Yet L'ith are relics of
the time when these legal forms car-
ried with them a significance not ob-
taining at present.
Legal documents were once en-
grossed upon parchment because paper
cost so much more than dressed skin.
The parchment was seldom trimmed
exactly and the top was scalloped with
the knife, hence the term "this indent
we." Even where the lawyera have
departed from the custom, still obtain-
ing in England, of using parchment for
their legal forms the phrase has been
retained.
In the same way the signature of
"hand and seal" is a relic of those old-
en times when only clerks and the
clergy could wield the pen. It was the
custom for the contracting parties to
lay their hands upon the document in
token of their good faith and there re-
mained a smudge. As these original
thumb marks were not eaaity ideriti
fled, the gentry added their seals for
the purpose of further establishing the
validity of the document_ it May not
be generally known that a seal Is still
required In law, though the need for
It passed with the spread of education,
and the bit of red halter edged bY the
lewyer is as necessary as the signs,
turd to certain docuthents.
• court of law is a reminiscence of
the Mae when justice sat in the open
court yard, and the "deck" is from a
German word meaning a receptacle,
while, while the "bar" is a Welsh word
meaning a branch of a tree used to
separate the lords of justice fruit their
*meals.
The entire phraseology of the bench
Is reminiscent of the earlier dam but,
having been proven proper, has been
retained.
His Pretension.
"What do you do for a living? What
Is your trade or profession?" asked the
ledge of the prisoner,
am, your honor, a pharmacoocs
tagraphologist." His honor threat,
said to fins Wm for contempt of trObrt.,
but he proved that the word was all
right, meaning a writer of princely-
tloss.—PhOadelplia Press.
Not Square.
"How do we know the world is
roofed?" salted the school teacher.
St the I "Swans' we know it isn't Square,"
promptly replied the boy Who )tad best
0011a- slooltbakt Jrnowledillu aboht.411111 ate
Gift of Time.
"One day," related the Jolly hobo, 'I
met a man on Is street and I told hint
If he would give me 30 quail I would
show him how to eat dent in 30 days."
"And did he oblige yer?" asked his
companion of the ties.
"No; he said he couldn't give me 30
quail, but he'd give me 30 days. He
was a judge."--Chicago News.
Excusable,
Jennie—Why, Cecily, you look radi-
ant. What has happened?
Cecily—I've just received an Invita-
tion to a wedding.
"Well, that's nothing to go into rap-
tures over."
"Ah, but this happens to .be my
own."—Gassell's.
Avoiding Trouble.
Nephew—Why, uncle, what are you
doing?
Uncle—Tearing up my will.
Nephew—What are you doing that
for?
Uncle—So my fool heirs won't get
a chance to break it.—Chicago News. '
The Greatest Bilthright.
Some men are born to rule
And some are born to serve,
But the ones who get the cream of Hangs
Are rot the toilers or the kings—
They're the lucky ones wish nerve.
—Chicago Record-Herald.
NEEDED WINDING.
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Miss Subbubs—All the flowers.in thr
garden are in bloom now, except ths
four-o'clocks.
Mr. Wise—Maybe you forgot to wind
them up.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
Just SO4aUX.
A pretty young maid from Bordeaux
Was walking along with her beaux.
When asked if she'd wed
She timidly said:
"It you can opine up with the d "
—Judge.
An Adaptation.
"Let me see," said the forgetful man.
"what's the rest of that saying about
'Too many cooks?'"
"Well," replied the man who had
lust returned from Paris," 'too many
Cook's spoil the enjoyment of other
tourists.' "—Philadelphia Press.
The Cheerful Borrcemer.
Jaapar—Say, old chap, can you lend
me ten?
Jumpeppe—What! Are you broke
again?
Jaepar—Oh, no. This is the same
old fracture.—Town Tot les.
A Great Light,
Homeless Holmes—Dis here paper
says dat soap is good for moskeeter
bites
Petered Pete—Say. I been a-wonder-
In' all me life wot (hit stuff was good
feri—Cleveland Leader.
Just the Thing.
"I wish I had a good title for my
new book."
"What's it about"
"The world's roost famous battler."
"Then why not call it 'Scraps of His-
tory?' "—Chicago Sun.
Getting Local Color.
"Some:iody told"me your•son was en-
gaged in literary work, Mrs. Jobiotts,"
said the friend.
"I guess you might call It that. He
is taking the names for the new city
directory."—Judge.
Recognize This One?
"Let me learn from your eyes what
my fate is to be," sang the poet, "let
them teach the secrets—"
"Thank you," interrupted the lady:
'they have pupils enough now."—
Cleveland Leader.
Bounded That Way.
"If I were you I shouldn't always ex-
plain to people that I composed that
song myself."
"Why, do yolk think it's conceited?"
"No— it's superfluous." — Cleveland
Leader.
His Share in the Gaiety.
"Do you think you will pay much at-
tention to social matters this season?"
"No," answered Mr. Cumrox. "I
won't pay attention. I'll simply pay
bIlls."—Warhington Star.
Too Easy.
"What makes the street cars so
crowded to-night?"
"The passengers. Give me a hardet
one."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Would Need Identification.
Woman—If you'll Wash your face I'll
give you a meal.
Tramp—But how'll you know It's me
when I git it washed ?—Judge.
Wore 'Em Out.
Ma Twaddles (to a caller)—My knot
band is so herd on trousers.
Tommy TwaildIes (rueftilly)—Tes—
on mine!—Cleveland Leader.
His Reputation.
Bacon—That lawyer couldn't tell the
truth if be tried_
""illebettustlen, not umbel, he was geld
• Of JA.-Youkur.fi Btuteu
Don't Spend Hit
Tour earnings
Put some aAde for possible sickness or
misfIrtune. The man or woman who has
a little money saved is the one wno is
in a position to open the door when op-
portunity knocks. We welcome small
accounts. Start one today.
opt"'
WE PAY 4 PER CENT.
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway
t
aana ilani n saw: a aim a aux__
,) E. CO I_ts
...PLUMBING...•
Steam and not Water Heating.
()holm 133. . 20 N. Third
t: t: tt tt :2 32 33 13 13:232 U1313 22 211 13 12 33 Ili t: 33 12
kbram L Weil & Co
INSURANCE AGENCY
FIRE, LIFE,
ACCIDENT, HEALTH,
PLATE GLASS BONDS,
LIABILITY, STEAM BOILER,
MARINE.
Office Phone 369: Both Residence: 726
Candi BUILDINF
Caron Directory Company
Of-Louisville, Kentucky ,
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our pat rcrns and the citizens of Padaeah, we
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in the morn.
ing Register office at 523 Broadwa y, where the public is invited to c
al
when desiring the address of any r esident of toe cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,090,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNIT=
STATES.
List of Directories on File
ALL1.311ENY CITY, PA. MANITOU, COLO.
ATI ARTA, GA. MEMPHIS. TENN.
BALTIMORE, YD. MILWAUKEE, WIS.
BOSTOIC MASS. MINNEAPOLIS, KINN.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. NASHVILEE, TENN,
BRONX, N. Y. IAUGATUCK, CONN.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. NEWARK, N. J.
BUlrFALO, N. Y. NEW ALBANY, IND.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN, NEW HAVEN, CONN.
CINCINNATI, 0. NEW ORLEANS, LA.
CHICAGO. ILL, NEWPORT, KY.
CLEVELAND, 0. NEW YORK CITY.
COLUMBUS, 0. NORWICH. CONN.
COLORADO CITY, COLO. PADUCAH, KY.
COLOO SPIONCIII) COLO. PHILADELPHIA. PA.
COVINGTON. KY. RICHMOND, IND.
DArrON, 0. RICHMOND, VA.
DENVER, COLO. SALT LAKE 
CITY, MAIL
DETROIT, KIM SAN FRANCI
SCO, CAL.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. .8T. PAUL, MINN.
DULUTH, 10/41, ST. LOUIS. MO.
FAIRFIELD, CONN. SOUVIPORT, C
ONN.
INDIANAPOLa, IND. SPRINGFIBLD, 0.
JEFFERSONVILLII, IND. BTR A TFOR D 
CONN.
KANSAS cm/YU SUP X'..:RIOR CITY, MIN
KNOXVILLE, TOI EDO. O.
LOS ANGELES, CAL. IFI`ICA: N. V.
LOUISVILLE, KY. WAT.ERB
URY, CONN,
MANHATTAN, N. Y. YONKERS. 
N. Y.
AN'CRESTER, VA.
COPIES OF PADUCAH DIREi l'
ORY FOR Isti‘wi
SAL e'
PM% $4.00
CARON DINACTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
the Register, \ c per Meek
\goo*aniall•06
V.
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Depot For DETECTIVE THINKS DOG
'IS $3,000 , LOST COLLIEMineral Waters
WE CARRY IN STOCK THE
FOLLOWING WATERS:
Apentn, Apollinaris, uffalo Lithia,
Hunyadi, Pluto—plain and concen-
trated; Red Raven, Rubinal.
Special price on case lots. Sole
agent for Dawson water, natural and
concentrated. Special price in 5-gal-
lon quantity. Would be pleased to
order any water which we do not
carry.
A DRUG STORE
fTH ifc BROADWAY.
Agent for Eastman Kodaks and Hwy-
lees Candies.
▪ tS 13 /3 13 St it el el Si
St St
POPULAR WANTS.
St St
* StSt St USS Itt Si et U St St n et St St
FURNISHED ROOM for rent, 726
Jefffferson, Phone 1205 3t
WANTED—Furniture and stoves.
Williama & Peal 205 S. 3d St. New
phone sof-a.
Bargains in second-hand upright
pianos, some nearly new, cash or pay-
ments. 'Phone 10411. W. T. Miller
& Bro.
WANTED Employment, office
work, collecting etc., on Saturdays
by' Young man student in business
college. Address K. care Register.
. WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY—
Able-boded unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
• law Testival.
Newspapers all over the land have
paid tributes to the Innes band. The
adiamagae 'the balsd has stayed the more
enthusiastic the tributes have been.
limes will give ybti for one concert
or • two .concerts, what he re-
gards as the very best in his musical
library, but if you ask him. to stay
for a month you will find that his
resources have not been exhausted,
nor have been those of the lames li-
brary.
Anyone who goes to one of the
Innes concerts may be sure that he
will hear music that can only be
compared • with the best that litera-
ture can. afford in a brief time. Em-
erson could not have told you in a
brief hour all he thought and be-
lieved, nor, can lnnes, but both can
give you a hint.
A. long time ago one wrote that
there were ideas that only music
A: 011id give adeqUatc . expression to.
ismes and his 'band illustrates the
truth of the statement in every con-
they give. The great composers
-Cad some things in view when they
wrote. What was it? Ask your
neighbor what lig thinks the meaning
4,f the message is. Ask Innes. Ask
the members oi his band. You may
•tg  vaeloets answers. Then ask your-
Is. s atit answer to yourself isAt
. When you go to dat
Junes .concert. let your imagination
go a roaming. What you dream"`'It
true for you—and, after all, truth
is what the best of us are aiming for.
Think *leant this when you go to hear
lnnes at the Festival on Friday, May
zath. • . .
There is not.a great modern corn-
. Itospitswh...."4 Kept test works are not
'in, n Wd mu al library of Frederitic
Is‘ Innes, all for band works. Innes
can 'stay a month in a single city and
give two'Veincarta a day and not re-
peas u singlb program. There is
nothing in modern music that be is
not prepared to give.
For the most improved method of
carpet cleaning, phone rat
E. R. SQUIBB;
SOAP PASTE
Elegant for Sampooing
The Hair
25 cents Per Jar
J. D. BACON
Pharmacist
7th & Jackson St
SLEUTH BAKER CARRIED AN ANIMAL TO MAYFIRLD LAST
NIGHT FOR GENTRY TO SEE IF IT BELONGS TO HIM—
JOHN GIVEN, COLORED, BA DLY CUT BY HENRY CAT, COL-
ORED—TWO BOYS TAKEN TO REFORM SCHOOL THIS
MORNING—EMMA TURNER'S HEAD CUT BY PITCHER.
If Detective William Baker's stir-
tnise ts correct, Gentry Brothers' Cir-
cus will 'have restored to it a fine
$3,000 dog, while the Paducah sleuth
will come in for a handsome reward.
The animal supposed to have been
lost has, been recovered by the de-
isective, who left last evening for
!Mayfield to catch the manager of the
circus, which showed there yesterday,
and see if it is not the much-sought-
for dog.
Last year when Gentry showed
here they 40st a fine $3,000 collie dog,
which was one of the best trained
animals of the aggregation carried by
them. They did not miss the dog un-
til away from here, and wired the of-
ficers to keep a lookout. •Getitry
showed here against Tuesday, and
the lost dog matter was revived. De-
tective Baker had been working up
the case, and located several collies.
He got a good description from the
show people Tuesday of the missing
animal, and it tallying with one -of
those he had located, he yesterday
went out in the country and got the
dog, brought it to town and took it
on to Mayfield last night
The detective finds that a negro
had the -dog, sold it to a certain Padu-
cah man for ten cents, and the latter
disposed of it to a relative of his in
the county. The detective thinks he
has the right dog.
Negro Badly Cut.
John Given, colored, was Badly cut
by Henry Cat, colored, during a fight
early yesterday morning near 'House-
man's store at Tenth and Finley
streets, being stabbed in several places
over the body and painfully injured.
Cat made his escape. He returned
only a few weeks ago from the peni-
tentiary, where he•has been serving a
sentence imposed for killing a man
near Twelfth and Madison streets
abosit twelve years ago. Henry and
Yesterday morning Weeks found his
boarder gone, and also his watch, one
coat, two vests and other articles:
Weeks went man-hunting and found
Peats in.the New Richmond hotel
lobby. Weeks- accused him of getting
the missing articles, and Pests re-
marked that he would accompany
Weeks as soon as he went upstairs
after his, check-book. Weeks agreed
and that was the last seen of Peats,
who wont down the second floor
hallway of the building to the fire es.
cape and dropped to the alley below,
making his escape.
Unclean Premises.
Tom Hart, of 320 North Twelfth
street, was -warranted yesterday at
the instance of Sanitary Inspector J.
H. Moller, who claims Hart permit-
ted a surface closet to remain un-
clean and in an unhealthy condition.
DEAL WITH THE
LIQUOR QUESTION
(Continued from Page. flue.)
times. This, with his forceful, hu-
morous method of making his points,
renders him an enemy most formida-
ble to the enemy he is fighting.
His exposition of the words, "per-
sonal. liberty.- and his [leasing apos-
trophe to liberty was a magnificent
flight of oratory.
He speaks tonight at the First
Christian church on "The Business
Phase of the Liquor Question." As
this lecture is designed for business
men: the businesa men of the city
are specially invited.
ENGINES, BOILERS AND PUMPS
Structural Iron for buildings; Machinery and Boilers Re-
paired; Mill and Steamboat Supplies; Heavy Steam Haanner
Forgings; New Work Our Specialty; Second Hand Machinery
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Gas Enginesi
Works Salesroom and 0 ffice First and Kentucky events*. .
JACKSON FOUNDRY di MACHINE CO.
Ben Boyd, colored, were thought to
have been implicated in the killing,
but were acquitted.
Off to Reform School.
Officer Lige Cross left ;his morn-
ing for the Lexington state reform
school with Charles Carroll, while
Detective T. J. Moore departed at
the same. fink with Angle Garrow,
who is also to be incarcedated in that
institution. Carroll was given one
year in the juvenile court for stealing
the bicycle of Samuel Plumb from
the latter's yard at Sixth and Harris-
on streets. addle Garrow also stole a
wheel and took other things that did
ot belong to him.
•
-Slowly Recovering.
Mack McKinney is slowly recover-
ing at hi* home on South Third street
from the injuries inflicted several
weeks ago. He will get well, being
out of danger Wm. Hamilton and
Coottl Eggleston have been held to
the grand jury for investigation on
the charge of maliciously stabbing
McKinney because he would not give
them $t.
Combed Head With Pitcher.
The police are looking for Floyd
Harris. colred. alias "Bad Eye," who
is wanted for adorning Emma Tur-
ner's head with a water pitcher and
many cuts, early yesterday morning,
at her home in "Gardner's alley." on
Ninth between Harris and Boyd
street= They had a scrap and he
tried to see which was the hardest,
her head or the pitcher, and the lat-
ter crumbled to pieces from the im-
pact, leaving many gashes in the wo-
man's cranium.
Trunk and Valuables.
Mary Hulsey reported to the po-
lice yesterday that a young man
named L. A. Mitchell took her trunk
and contents from her, carried them
to Texas, and then returned the
trunk, but the effects are missing. It
contained a gold watch and clothing.
Carrying Co=ed Weapon.
'Charles Claxton. white, was sarrest-
ed by Officers. Sanders and Clark yes-
terday on the charge of carrying con
ceafed weapons.
Boarder Gets Valuables.
Two days ago a man giving the
name of R. E. Peats went to Ward
Weeks' home at Sixth and Norton
and vi,a4- frii•en bow d and lndljng
GENUINE
1'RADEWAT1CR
ALL THIEVES
LOOK ALIKE
(Continued from Page One.)
since the election, been promoted.
Several of the Democratic cleries nho
voted alphabetically the removed pre
cincts at this election, have been giv-
en profitable positions of responsi-
bility and trust by those who profited
by their wrong doing. Upon these
facts, and much erther evidence of
minor irregularities in the conduct of
this election, the chancellors found
that, while great frauds and outrages
had been perpetrated, appellees scare
not parties to these frauds.
Outrageous leisconduct.
The court then says: "In the pre-
cincts with which. we are dealing the
outrageous misconduct of the Demo-
cratic cympathizers and workers and
the police beggars description. Re-
publican officers of election were
without excuse dragged from the vot-
ing places ad terribly beaten; others
who attempted to take their places
were submitted to similar treatment,
until in some places no one could he
found who was willing to undertake
to act as an officer of election and
the Democrats were thus enabled to
fill the places oF those who had thus
been illegally and wrongfully driven
from their post of duty. Nor Is this
41.
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Are You On The
Lookout For
Summer Comfort?
IT'S HER.E GALORE!
We've two and three piece Suits of all suitable Ind stylish Sum-
mer fabrics.. Thin Coats, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirts, Thin
Underwear, Hosiery. and all sorts of Thin Toggery for Summer
wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our prices are also
thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort
Summer Suits at Sio, $15 to ho.
Summer Coats at $3, k to $3-
Summer Trousers at $2.5o, $4 to $.
Hardly think you can mention an seticle of Clothing or Toggery that
would add to your &mutter comfort that we cannot show in a style toINOMMIlmom
please you. Cocos, sest
THE ettitHING STORE
THAT CARRIES THE
"UNION $TORE CARD"
323
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all. Republican sympathizers who of-
fered to raise a protesting voice at
these outrages were in sonic instances
clubbed into insensibility, and is oth-
ers arrested and incarcerated in 410-
These acts of violence, these exhibi-
tions of cruel and inhuman treatment.
certainly had a tendency and doubt-
less did, drive many timid voters
from the polls, and all such were
thereby disfranchised.
"Under the circumstances which
the proof shows to have existed in
these six precincts the force and vio-
lence used by partisan Democrats tra-
der the protection of the police; the
pernicious activity of the police them-
selves in and about the polling places,
coupled with the large number of il-
legal votes shriven to have been cast.
leads us to the inevitable conclusion
that a 'free and equal' election within
the meaning and spirit of the consti-
tution was not held, and the result
of the election as shown by the re-
turns from these six precincts cannot
be considered in determining, the re-
sult of the election. and the regiaterert
voters of these precincts must for the
purposes of this contest he considered
o have been disfranchised. The reg-
istered vote of these precincts is
ahown to be 1.686. This make, the
total number of voters disfranchised
6.102"
Free and Untrammeled Suffrage.
The court then cites a number of
legal .propositions as establislie&by
this case, following closely the opin-
ion in the Princeton ease. declaring
the election null and void, gives she
law as to appointments, and concludes 1
the opinion as follows:
"We cannot feel that our thoy in
this remeroastble case is fully per-
formed without insisting that it Is
absolutely necessary for the preserva-
tion of a Democratic fo4an of govera-
meat. that the right of suffrage
should be fre and untrammeled No
people can be Laid to govern them-
selves whose elections ace controlled'
by force, fraud or fear, and the pea- 1
pie who do not govern themselves they May he wicked and depraved bat
Iare slaves. No people are wholly be. the voiet,..of virtue will pierce the
yond the pale of hope until they have walla of 5tand uplift their hearts;
lost the right to govern themselves. they , _Sh unjust and tyrannical.
A free people may be ignorant. but but d * and patriotism will lead them
nito that darkness the lamp of learn- hack to the old paths of rectitude and
ing will send its illuminating rays{ pea'.,
MONUMENTS,
We have a fin* lime of Marble, Granite and Stone Mom-
manta which above the beat of workmanship and high de-
gree of artistic conception. Our smallest and lowest priced
Monuments have an air of distinction.
•Pasties deliriums to beautify their lots should inspect our
'Roe of curbing and menuments In
*I-11TE BLEACHING STONE
Remember we have the largest, best and most diseinctitafine in the Purchase. aso Sour% Tided It.
J.E.Williamson&Co
MINIM 
,.;
New Books
Worth Reading
"The Fliers:, Geo. Barr afeCuteheon 
 
*J.
"The Lady of the Decoration." very fine 
 
 
 .05
"Love Letters of an Indian" 
. 
 t no
"Grahans, of Claverhoose," by Ian Medium this gifted' e'asAitee's
last and best book 
The above are special pricees on four nighty good hooka.
50
D. E.Wilson' tam!
At. Hiriowes Department, Store
Please remember that we show a most desirable selection of late
novels and new music at cut prices
Budweiser, king of bottled beers,
its family rise cases of two dozen
bottles to the case, delivered to any
part of the city on short notice. An-
heuser-Busch Brewing Association
Branch; both phones tin. J. H.
Steffen, manager.
FOR THE BEST CAI, IN THE MARKET
PHON004
C PITIMBURGLEAL
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INC ILPORATED.
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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